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Abstract
Rising inequality in the permanent component of labor income, henceforth permanent income,
has been a major force behind the secular increase in U.S. labor income inequality. This paper
explores the macroeconomic consequences of this rise. First, I show that in many common
macroeconomic models—including models with precautionary savings motives—consumption
is a linear function of permanent income. This implies that macroeconomic aggregates are neutral
with respect to shifts in the distribution of permanent income. Motivated by this neutrality result,
I develop novel approaches to test for linearity in U.S. household panel data, which consistently
estimate the elasticity of consumption to permanent income in common precautionary savings
models. The estimates suggest an elasticity of 0.7, soundly rejecting linearity. To quantify the
effects of this deviation from neutrality, I extend a canonical precautionary savings model to
include non-homothetic preferences across periods, capturing the idea that permanent-income
rich households save disproportionately more than their poor counterparts. The model suggests
that the U.S. economy is far from neutral. In the model, the rise in U.S. permanent labor income
inequality since the 1970s caused: (a) a decline in real interest rates of around 1%; (b) an increase
in the wealth-to-GDP ratio of around 30%; (c) wealth inequality to rise almost as rapidly as it
did in the data.
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Introduction
U.S. labor income inequality has increased substantially over the past few decades (Katz and

Murphy, 1992; Autor et al., 2008), with the top 10% now earning over 35% of all labor income
(Piketty and Saez, 2003). A significant share of this increase appears to be the result of rising
dispersion in the fixed-effect component of labor income, which captures the returns to skill or
ability and which I henceforth refer to as permanent income.1 Indeed, Guvenen et al. (2017) argue
that “newer cohorts enter with much higher inequality than older cohorts, which is the main force
behind rising income inequality” (p. 38).2
According to many well-known macroeconomic models, shifts in the distribution of permanent
income are predicted to be entirely or approximately neutral: macroeconomic aggregates, such as
consumption, wealth, and interest rates, are independent of permanent income inequality since
consumption is a linear function of permanent income. While this neutrality result holds almost by
construction in models adhering to the permanent income hypothesis (Friedman, 1957), it is much
broader: even canonical precautionary-savings models (Aiyagari, 1994; Carroll, 1997; Gourinchas
and Parker, 2002), which are widely known to generate concave consumption functions in current
income or liquid assets (Zeldes, 1989; Carroll and Kimball, 1996), predict a linear consumption
function in permanent income, and are therefore neutral.3
In this paper, I challenge the existing neutrality paradigm, both empirically and quantitatively.
I have two main findings. First, I propose ways to consistently estimate the permanent income
elasticity of consumption; I find estimates around 0.7, significantly below 1, indicating a concave
consumption function in permanent income. Second, I incorporate non-homothetic preferences
into a canonical precautionary-savings model to match this elasticity and study the quantitative
implications: the model suggests that the increase in permanent income inequality since 1970 has
pushed equilibrium interest rates down by around 1% through the present day, and is expected
to lower interest rates by another 1% going forward (despite assuming stable inequality going
forward).
The first contribution of this paper is to propose new ways to test the linearity of consumption
in permanent income, building on previous work by Friedman (1957), Mayer (1972), and Dynan et
al. (2004), among others. What distinguishes my work is the use of a large household panel data
set—the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID)—which since 1999 includes measures of both total
consumption expenditure and income. I estimate a log-linear relationship between consumption
and permanent income, which I demonstrate is a good fit to the data. This yields the permanent
income elasticity of consumption, φ, which is equal to 1 under the null hypothesis that consumption is
1 In the terminology of this paper, permanent income refers each individual’s fixed effect in log labor income and does
not include returns to capital.
2 Complementing this view, Sabelhaus and Song (2010) and Guvenen et al. (2014) provide evidence that both transitory
and persistent shock variances have declined in recent decades; Kopczuk et al. (2010) and DeBacker et al. (2013) argue that
either the variance of persistent shocks or the dispersion in fixed effects has increased. See also Figure 11 in Appendix A.
3 There are exceptions to this, including Hubbard et al. (1994, 1995) and De Nardi (2004). See the discussion below.
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a linear function of permanent income.
The key challenge in estimating φ is that permanent income is not directly observable and
must be distinguished from income shocks, especially persistent ones. This is important since
consumption is naturally smoothed in response to income shocks, so that ignoring income shocks
results in attenuation bias in φ. I propose two novel solutions to this challenge, which depend on
the autocovariance structure of persistent income shocks. If persistent income shocks follow an
AR(1) process, φ is identified and can be consistently estimated by instrumenting log current income
with future quasi-differenced log incomes. If persistent income shocks follow a random walk, φ
is partially identified, and one can estimate an upper bound using initial incomes when entering
the labor market as an instrument. Both approaches suggest that φ is around 0.7, statistically and
economically significantly below 1. I supplement these tests with a number of extensions and
robustness checks that all yield similar results. Among these are specifications that include proxies
for preference or rate-of-return heterogeneity, that deal with private and public transfers, and that
are based on different measures of consumption expenditure.
This finding is best interpreted as follows: if working-age household A always earns twice as
much in after-tax income as working-age household B, household A will not spend 100% more,
but rather only 70% more. One may wonder whether this constitutes a significant source of nonneutrality. As I illustrate with a simple back-of-the-envelope calculation that assumes consumption
c to be a power function of income y, c ∼ yφ , the difference is sizable: the shift in the U.S. income
distribution between 1980 and 2014 implies translates into a reduction in aggregate consumption by
approximately 4%.
The second contribution of this paper is to investigate the implications of a concave consumption
function in permanent income quantitatively. To this end, I build a non-neutral version of a
quantitative life-cycle model with idiosyncratic income risk and incomplete markets in the tradition
of Deaton (1991), Huggett (1996) and Gourinchas and Parker (2002).4 Aside from standard sources of
non-neutrality, such as nonlinear tax-and-transfer and social security systems (Hubbard et al., 1994,
1995; Scholz et al., 2006), the key elements of my model are two kinds of non-homothetic preferences.
The first element follows the seminal work of De Nardi (2004) and assume that bequests are treated
as a luxury good. The second key element concerns “life-cycle” non-homothetic preferences, over
consumption across periods, which turn out to be the most important source of non-neutrality
in the model. Such non-homothetic preferences capture the idea that permanently richer agents
save a larger fraction of their income, either for bequests or for other expenses later in life, which a
poorer household cannot afford to do. While the model does not require enumeration of what those
expenses are, one may think of college tuition payments for kids, expensive medical treatments later
in life, or charitable giving.5 I calibrate the strength of the life-cycle non-homotheticity to match
4 See

also Imrohoroglu et al. (1995), Rı́os-Rull (1996) and Carroll (1997) among others.

5 The idea of non-homothetic savings behavior goes back at least to Fisher (1930) and Keynes (1936).

Fisher (1930) noted
that if one person’s income is simply a scaled version of another person’s in all periods, then “the smaller the income, the
higher the preference for present over future” consumption. Keynes (1936) argued that as long as one’s “primary needs”
are not satisfied, consumption is “usually a stronger motive than the motives towards [wealth] accumulation”.
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the elasticity φ when estimating the same regressions on artificial panel data simulated from the
model.6 Importantly, I find that models without life-cycle non-homotheticity, even non-neutral ones,
cannot rationalize the empirical magnitude of φ. Although I do not target any specific moments of
the wealth distribution, the model matches the (highly unequal) wealth distribution of 2014 quite
well—except at the very top, for the fractiles within the top 1%.7
I use the calibrated economy as a laboratory to study the implications of rising permanent
income inequality. In partial equilibrium (PE), keeping the interest rate fixed, I find that a shift
from a steady state with the level of permanent income inequality of 1970 to that of 2014 shows a
considerable increase in aggregate wealth, of just above 130% of GDP. As a point of comparison, the
U.S. net foreign asset position has declined by “only” 18% of GDP since the 1997–98 Asian financial
crisis, which is often attributed to the recent “global savings glut”. This is a first hint that rising
income inequality may not have been neutral in the past few decades.
I then simulate the general equilibrium transitional dynamics from the 1970 steady state to recent
levels of permanent income inequality, which I assume to remain constant after 2014.8 This exercise
allows the model to speak directly to the forces behind three important recent macroeconomic
trends: (a) the decline in real (natural) interest rates since the 1980s (Laubach and Williams, 2003,
2015), (b) the rising private wealth to GDP ratio (Piketty and Zucman, 2015), and (c) the large and
rapid increase in U.S. wealth inequality (Saez and Zucman, 2016).
Regarding the first macroeconomic trend, I find that the real interest rate declines by around
1% through 2017, which explains approximately one-third of the decline in the U.S. natural rate
since the 1980s. Interestingly, despite the absence of any further increases in income inequality,
the model predicts the interest rate will continue to decline, eventually falling by another 1%. The
reason for this result is intuitive: in the model, the generation entering the labor market today is the
first to experience the highest level of permanent income inequality for their entire working lives.
In particular, this means the most able or skilled workers entering today will amass much larger
fortunes over their lifetimes than previous generations. This effect causes a large and predictable
decline in interest rates going forward.
Concerning the second trend, the endogenous interest rate response limits the rise in aggregate
wealth to around 30% of GDP through 2017 (again, roughly one-third of the rise in the data), with
an eventual total increase of 55%.
Finally, the model offers an explanation for the size and speed of the increase in the top 10%
6 In that sense, my calibration shares similarities with indirect inference (Gourieroux et al., 1993; Smith, 1993, 2008;
Guvenen and Smith, 2014), in that one of the IV regressions is treated as “auxiliary model” along which the model is
matched to the data.
7 It is well known that a substantial fraction of the top 1% and especially the top 0.1% are business owners, who are
not modeled here, which could explain the deviation. See Quadrini and Rı́os-Rull (1997) and Cagetti and De Nardi (2006)
for models of entrepreneurship and the wealth distribution.
8 The transitional dynamics are computationally non-trivial since the model has a large number of idiosyncratic states,
as well as endogenous bequest distributions over which agents have rational expectations. I overcome these difficulties
by improving existing algorithms along a number of margins (see Appendix F). The improvements were developed
jointly with Adrien Auclert and Matt Rognlie.
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wealth share and around two-thirds of the increase in the top 1% wealth share.9 In sum, the model
suggests that rising permanent labor income inequality alone can account for a significant share of
three major macroeconomic trends.
Literature. My paper combines several strands of a vast literature at the intersection of inequality,
consumption dynamics, and macroeconomics.10
First, my paper contributes to the large empirical literature that tests the permanent income
hypothesis (PIH), starting with Friedman (1957) himself. One can group the predictions of the PIH
into two conceptually-distinct categories: predictions about changes in consumption in response to
predictable or unpredictable, transitory or permanent, income changes; and predictions about the
level of consumption in relation to the level of the permanent component of income. Throughout the
1950s and 1960s, many economists viewed the second prediction as the “most controversial aspect
of the permanent income theory” (Mayer, 1972, p.34) and consequently it received relatively more
attention.11 Partly due to data quality issues, however, the evidence remained inconclusive, and the
focus of empirical work on the PIH subsequently shifted almost entirely to testing the first set of
predictions.12
The main exception to this is the work of Dynan et al. (2004), henceforth DSZ.13 Their paper
computes savings rates, either as consumption-based measures (Y − C )/Y (CEX) or as wealth
difference based measures ∆A/Y (SCF, PSID), and documents two main facts. First, savings rates
increase across current income quintiles. Second, savings rates still increase in income quintiles if
income is instrumented by lagged or future income or education. My empirical exercise follows
their lead, innovating along several dimensions. First, I focus solely on consumption and not on
wealth differences, which are problematic because it is generally difficult to disentangle ex-ante
savings behavior from ex-post returns or transfers. Second, I show that the relationship between
log consumption and log income is roughly log-linear, which allows a focus on a single elasticity
parameter φ. Finally, and most importantly, I use a panel data set with consumption and income
(the PSID since 1999), which allows for the development of two new instruments under mild
assumptions on the income process. I show that the two instruments either estimate φ consistently
or estimate an upper bound for φ consistently in canonical precautionary savings models. This
9 The dynamics of the wealth distribution have recently been investigated theoretically by Gabaix et al. (2017), and
numerically by Hubmer et al. (2016), Kaymak and Poschke (2016), and Aoki and Nirei (2017) in incomplete-markets
models.
10 For recent surveys and books, see among others Bertola et al. (2005); Krusell and Smith (2006); Heathcote et al. (2009);
Guvenen (2011); Quadrini and Rı́os-Rull (2015); De Nardi et al. (2015); Piketty and Zucman (2015); De Nardi and Fella
(2016); Attanasio and Pistaferri (2016); Piketty (2017); Benhabib and Bisin (2017).
11 See e.g. Friedman (1957), Mayer (1966), Evans (1969), and Mayer (1972).
12 This empirical work started using Euler equation-based tests (Hall, 1978; Flavin, 1981; Hall and Mishkin, 1982) and
now also includes well-identified empirical studies (Johnson et al., 2006; Parker et al., 2013).
13 For similar approaches see Bozio et al. (2013) for the UK and Alan et al. (2015) for Canada. Gustman and Steinmeier
(1999) and Venti and Wise (2000) propose a look at the relationship between retirement wealth and lifetime income. As
part of my analysis in Section 5, I show that this relationship is not well suited to inform the degree of non-neutrality in
the presence of income shocks.
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improves upon simple instruments such as lagged or future income (which lead to downwardbiased results under the assumptions of a canonical neutral model), or education (which could be
correlated with preferences, income profiles, etc). In fact, my approach allows for additional proxies
to try to control for heterogeneity in preferences and returns.
The second main contribution of this paper is the analysis of rising permanent income inequality
in a non-neutral, incomplete-markets economy. Here, I combine elements from two literatures,
one on non-neutral economies and one on rising income inequality. Seminal work on non-neutral
economies, by Hubbard et al. (1994, 1995) and De Nardi (2004), argues that a realistic social safety
net and non-homothetic bequest motives, respectively, can significantly increase wealth inequality
compared to a homothetic model, albeit by not quite as much as the data.14 My paper follows
their lead and argues that one needs (considerably) more non-neutrality than what the existing
model elements generate. I therefore include non-homothetic preferences over consumption within
the life-cycle as well, which, when calibrated to match the empirical evidence, generate a wealth
distribution that fits the recent U.S. distribution relatively well.
In addition, my paper builds on a recent literature that studies the quantitative effects of income
inequality in (mostly) neutral economies. Here, Auclert and Rognlie (2017) show how greater
inequality has aggregate effects that crucially depend on the types of incomes (transitory, persistent
or permanent) that become more unequal. They also consider implications for economies at the
zero lower bound, where there can be a feedback loop between aggregate demand and endogenous
income risk. Heathcote et al. (2010) investigate the human capital investment and family labor
supply implications of rising income inequality. Kaymak and Poschke (2016) and Hubmer et
al. (2016) consider the effects of rising income inequality on wealth inequality. Favilukis (2013)
studies the joint implications of greater income risk, relaxed borrowing constraints and an increase
stock market participation rate. Krueger and Perri (2006) argue that insurance against shocks may
improve with greater within-group income risk.15 The key distinguishing feature of my paper is
that I focus on rising permanent income inequality, arguably among the most important drivers of
rising income inequality in the U.S..16 And, to study its consequences, it is important to model an
economy that gets the degree of non-neutrality right.
The interest in modeling non-homothetic consumption-savings behavior is shared by a number
of earlier, mostly deterministic, papers. Uzawa (1968) was the earliest well-known efforts to do
this using recursive Koopmans (1960) utility and Epstein and Heynes (1983) and Epstein (1987)
subsequently extended this work. Lucas and Stokey (1984) used such preferences to study manyagent neoclassical growth models without degenerate wealth distributions (see also Obstfeld (1990)).
Interestingly, however, these papers end up focusing on the opposite of the empirical case, namely
14 See

also Huggett and Ventura (2000), Scholz et al. (2006) and De Nardi and Yang (2014). Kumhof et al. (2015) study
the interaction of income inequality, debt and defaults in a two-agent economy with non-homothetic preferences.
15 Holm (2017) studies the differential effects of monetary policy during times with increased persistent income risk.
16 See Guvenen et al. (2017) for direct evidence on the importance of permanent income inequality, in line with Sabelhaus
and Song (2010), who document a reduction in transitory and persistent income volatility. Suggestive evidence also
appears in DeBacker et al. (2013) and Kopczuk et al. (2010).
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economies where richer agents save less than poorer agents, since this is precisely the case in which
multi-agent deterministic infinite-horizon models have a stationary distribution.17 In contrast to
these papers, my economy admits a non-degenerate stationary wealth distribution despite richer
agents saving more, which is possible because my model also includes borrowing constraints and
idiosyncratic risk.
There is a long tradition of studying and identifying the degree to which consumption is insured
from changes in incomes. Of particular relevance and inspiration to my research are Blundell et al.
(2008) and Kaplan and Violante (2010).18 In a landmark result, Blundell et al. (2008) describe a way
in which one can estimate the degrees to which consumption responds to persistent or transitory
income shocks. They use this method to show that household consumption “under-reacts” to
permanent income shocks. Kaplan and Violante (2010) extend the framework to allow for shocks
with persistence less than unity and show that those shocks generally lead to larger degrees of
under-reaction due to self-insurance. Compared to these papers, the focus in this paper is on the
relationship between the level of consumption and the level of permanent income, rather than on
changes. I show in extensions of both the empirical analysis and my model that the degree of partial
insurance is largely orthogonal to the curvature in consumption as a function of permanent income.
However, this paper very much shares the spirit of these papers in that they identify important
moments in similar panel data on consumption and income and use them to inform microfounded
consumption-savings models.
Layout. I begin in Section 2 by demonstrating in a stylized, two-agent framework how a concave
consumption function in permanent income can be modeled and what its likely effects are. Section 3 introduces a canonical precautionary-savings model and explains under what assumptions
this model is neutral with respect to changes in the permanent income distribution. I test for
neutrality in Section 4. Extending the canonical model, Section 5 then relaxes the neutrality assumptions—mainly by introducing non-homothetic preferences—and highlights the main properties of
the non-homothetic model. The effects of rising income inequality in partial and general equilibrium
are simulated in Section 6. Section 7 concludes and discusses potential avenues for future research.
The appendix contains all proofs, as well as additional empirical and quantitative results.
17 In a few more theoretically-oriented papers, however, richer agents do save more. Cole et al. (1992, 1995, 1998),
Robson (1992), Ray and Robson (2012) (implicitly or explicitly) model utility over one’s wealth rank. Carroll (2000)
models utility over wealth directly. In Becker and Mulligan (1997) agents can invest in raising their discount factor.
Recent models of savings behavior with disagreements between current and future selves can generate similar patterns,
see e.g. Harris and Laibson (2001) and Cao and Werning (2016).
Finally, a number of papers studies the non-homothetic preferences at the intersection of macroeconomics and
development (see, e.g. Moav (2002); Galor and Moav (2004)).
18 For other papers in this literature see e.g. Cochrane (1991), Townsend (1994), Attanasio and Davis (1996), Attanasio
and Pavoni (2011), Blundell et al. (2016), Arellano et al. (2017).
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2

Permanent Income Inequality in a Two-Agent Model

I begin by studying a stylized two-agent OLG framework to illustrate the main effects of rising
permanent income inequality in neutral and non-neutral models. For this purpose, Section 2.1
introduces the utility maximization problem of a single dynasty, exemplifying how the consumption
function can be concave in permanent income. Section 2.2 then combines two such dynasties and
studies the partial equilibrium implications of greater permanent income inequality. Section 2.3
closes the economy by adding a standard neoclassical supply side and characterizes the general
equilibrium implications of rising inequality. All figures in this section are constructed using a
standard calibration which I explain in Appendix B.19

2.1

Concave consumption functions

Consider a dynasty of 1-period lived generations that earn a constant stream of wage incomes
w > 0 and can save in risk-free bonds paying a constant interest rate R > 1. They face the following
decision problem: each period t = 0, 1, 2, . . . the current generation solves
max u(ct ) + βU ( at+1 )

(1)

ct + R−1 at+1 ≤ at + w.

(2)

ct ,at+1

Here, at denotes the value of financial wealth held by the dynasty at the beginning of period t,
at + w can be regarded as the dynasty’s “cash on hand”, ct denotes the consumption choice in
period t, and at+1 is the bequest left to the subsequent generation. Observe that in this model, w is
the dynasty’s permanent income level, where I use the term permanent income, as explained in the
introduction, to denote the fixed-effect component of labor income. In fact, this model is so stylized
that there is no other component of labor income, that is, no income shocks, no life-cycle earnings
profile, and so on.
The choice of the two utility functions is critical for this model: the flow utility u and the
joy-of-giving utility U. For simplicity, I assume that both have a constant elasticity,
u(c) =

(c/z)1−σ − 1
1−σ

U ( a) =

( a/z)1−Σ − 1
,
1−Σ

(3)

but the two (inverse) elasticities σ, Σ > 0 are allowed to differ. In this formulation z > 0 is a
normalization parameter that allows the model to retain aggregate scale invariance.20 Heterogeneity in the inverse elasticities σ, Σ represents the single deviation from a standard homothetic
consumption-savings model. It allows the model to capture the fact that richer dynasties may
19 Atkinson

(1971) and Benhabib et al. (2011) study related OLG economies with a non-homothetic bequest motive.
a model with growth, it would be natural to assume z grows at the same speed as the economy. This captures
the idea that for savings behavior it is not the absolute level of one’s income that matters, but the income relative to the
aggregate economy.
20 In
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Figure 1: Stylized model: Consumption and savings schedules.
Short-run consumption schedule

Savings schedule after 20 years

1.2
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2.5

0

0
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cash on hand a + w

0

6

Non-homothetic economy

0

0.5
labor income w

1

Homothetic economy

Note. This figure shows consumption and asset choices in the stylized model. Panel (a) shows the optimal consumption
policy as a function of cash on hand. Panel (b) shows the asset position after 20 years as a function of permanent income.
“Non-homothetic” refers to a model where saving has an income elasticity greater than 1. “Homothetic” refers to a model
where saving has an income elasticity of 1.

have a greater propensity to save in the following way: the utility maximization problem (1) can
be thought of as a simple decision problem between two goods, consumption ct and savings at+1 .
In this decision problem when saving is a “luxury good”—that is, its income elasticity is greater
than one—a richer dynasty decides to save a larger fraction of its wealth.21 With utilities as power
functions, this is the case if Σ < σ, so that the utility over savings (bequests) is more linear than the
utility over consumption. This can also be seen from the Euler equation,
ct /z = ( βR)−1/σ ( at+1 /z)Σ/σ ,

(4)

which shows that consumption ct adjusts by less than savings at+1 when Σ/σ < 1.22
Figure 1 illustrates two key outcomes of the utility maximization problem (1). Panel (a) shows
the optimal short-run consumption choice ct as a function of cash on hand. I call it “short-run” as it
takes current assets as given. Panel (b) shows the optimal long-run asset position as a function of
permanent income w, where long-run means after 20 years. In both panels the agent starts with the
average wealth and income position in the economy. The panels show two cases: the homothetic
case, where Σ = σ, and the non-homothetic case, where Σ < σ and savings are treated as a luxury
good. While optimal short-run consumption and long-run savings schedules are both linear in the
homothetic case, consumption is concave and savings convex in the non-homothetic case.
As a side note, the consumption schedule turns out to be well approximated by a simple power
21 See

also Strotz (1955) and Blinder (1975) for early deterministic life-cycle models with non-homothetic utility over
bequests. See Andreoni (1989) for further work on joy-of-giving preferences and Abel and Warshawsky (1988) for the
relationship with perfect altruism.
22 It is worth emphasizing that this model generates a consumption function that is concave in permanent (labor)
income, which, as I argue in Section 3 is not the case in a canonical precautionary-savings model, where consumption is
concave in current income or assets, but not permanent income.
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Figure 2: Stylized model: Neutrality and non-neutrality in partial equilibrium.
Change in wealth after 20 years
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function ct ≈ k ( at + w)φ for large values of cash on hand, where the exponent is given by the
ratio of the elasticities, φ = Σ/σ. The elasticity φ takes a central role in this paper, as it succinctly
characterizes the degree of concavity in consumption as a function of permanent income.

2.2

Partial equilibrium effects of greater inequality

Having introduced the decision problem of a single dynasty, I now describe the effects of shifts
in income inequality between two dynasties. Thus, assume an economy is populated by two
dynasties, both with the exact same preferences (1). The only difference between these dynasties
is their permanent income level: one dynasty, the “rich” r, is assumed to have a strictly greater
permanent (labor) income than the other, the “poor” p, that is, wr ≥ w p . Assume that the population
share of the rich dynasty is µ ∈ (0, 1). The share of labor income earned by the rich dynasty,
γ ≡ µwr /(µwr + (1 − µ)w p ), will serve as the measure of inequality in this economy. The economy
is more unequal the further away γ is from µ. In all figures below, I take µ to be 1%. Denote
by W = wr + w p total labor income, which is assumed to be constant in this subsection, so that
inequality γ uniquely defines wr and w p .
Imagine that the economy is initially perfectly equal, γ = µ, and consider an unanticipated
increase in inequality, γ > µ. Figure 2 shows what happens to short-run consumption and long-run
savings in this scenario. Given the curves in Figure 1 the result is unsurprising, yet powerful: in the
homothetic model, where Σ = σ, nothing happens to either consumption or savings. This is a direct
consequence of the linearity in Figure 1 and makes this economy a simple example of an economy
where the permanent income distribution is neutral. In the non-homothetic economy, aggregate
consumption falls on impact, and long-run savings rise.
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Figure 3: Stylized model: Neutrality and non-neutrality in general equilibrium.
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General equilibrium effects of greater inequality

The results in the previous subsection raise the question of what happens in general equilibrium.
Closing the model requires to specify the supply side of this economy, which is assumed to be given
by a Cobb-Douglas aggregate production function,
Y = F (K, Lr , L p ) = AK α ( Lr )(1−α)γ ( L p )(1−α)(1−γ) ,
where A > 0, K denotes capital (assumed to depreciate at rate δ > 0), and L p and Lr denote labor
supplied by the poor and rich dynasties.
Again the same experiment is conducted: Starting at perfect equality, γ = µ, what happens in
this economy when γ is increased? The six panels in Figure 3 show the long-run outcomes for the
homothetic and the non-homothetic economies. As anticipated, the homothetic economy is neutral,
so that none of the aggregate quantities K, C, Y or interest rates are affected. Wealth inequality
increases, but only at the same rate as income inequality, reflecting the proportionality of assets and
income in the model. Similarly, consumption inequality increases at the same rate, as well.
By contrast, in the non-homothetic economy, the capital stock and output increase with greater
inequality, while interest rates fall. Interestingly, wealth inequality rises faster than one-for-one with
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inequality, but this does not translate into greater consumption inequality: the level of consumption
inequality is similar to that in the homothetic model. This is mainly due to the endogenous interest
rate decrease, which reduces the rich dynasty’s capital income.

2.4

Takeaway for the rest of this paper

The results in this section show that homothetic preferences tend to induce a linear consumption
function in permanent income, while non-homothetic preferences induce a concave consumption
function. This allows models endowed with the former to be neutral and models endowed with
the latter to be non-neutral. These ideas foreshadow the rest of this paper: the general model in
Section 3 nests the stylized homothetic model and proves a general neutrality result; the concavity
parameter φ is estimated in the data in Section 4; then, I extend the general model to include
non-homothetic preferences to match φ in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 investigates the partial and
general equilibrium properties of rising income inequality.

3

General Model and Neutrality Result

In the previous section I demonstrated that a simple homothetic dynastic economy is neutral with
respect to changes in the permanent income distribution: all aggregates are invariant in partial and
general equilibrium, while measures of inequality change linearly in permanent income inequality.
This section generalizes these results and proves that they carry over to a large class of models. The
general model introduced in this section also lays the foundation for what is to come: the conditions
identified here motivate the empirical analysis in Section 4, and the quantitative model in Section 5
is a version of the general model.

3.1

Setup

Time is discrete, t ∈ {0, 1, . . .}, and there is no aggregate risk. The model is an overlapping
generations (OLG) version of an Aiyagari (1994) model. It allows for an endogenous bequest
distribution which agents receive at the time of their parents’ death.23 I focus on the steady state of
the economy.
Birth, death and skills. The economy is populated by a continuum of mass 1 of agents at all times,
each of whom is assigned a permanent type in a finite set S ⊂ N. One can think of a permanent
type s ∈ S as innate skill or ability.24 Agents with skill s are endowed with on average a single
efficiency unit of skill s and make up a constant share µs ∈ [0, 1] of the population. To allow for
overlapping generations, I assume that there is a constant inflow and outflow of agents at rate δ ≥ 0,
23 Endogenous bequests are important in a realistic model of wealth inequality. See e.g. Castaneda et al. (2003), De
Nardi (2004), Benhabib et al. (2011).
24 This model abstracts from endogenous investment into human capital. See Heathcote et al. (2010) for a model along
those lines.
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where zero is included. An agent’s age is indexed by k ∈ N. With an OLG structure, δ > 0, each
agent has a single offspring that is born at fixed parental age k born > 0, and dies with certainty at
age Kdeath ∈ N ∪ {∞}. Henceforth I assign all agents ever to live in this economy the unique label
i ∈ [0, ∞).
Production. There is a single consumption good, which is produced using a neoclassical aggregate
production function Y = F (K, { Ls }s∈S ) from K units of capital and Ls efficiency units of skill s. I
( 1 − α ) γs

assume that F is Cobb-Douglas, that is, F = AK α ∏s Ls
share of skill

s.25

, where γs > 0 is the labor income

I denote by ws the price of an efficiency unit of skill s and by r the real interest

rate, so that in equilibrium, Y = (r + δ)K + ∑s∈S ws Ls . The main comparative statics exercise in this
section will be a shift in the distribution of labor income shares {γs }, which induces a shift in the
distribution of skill prices {ws }, since ws = γs Y/Ls .
Government. There is a government that levies a constant tax rate τ b ∈ [0, 1] on any bequests
(relevant only in the OLG case, if δ > 0) and applies to all agents a possibly age-dependent income
tax function Tk (y pre ), where k ≥ 1 is an agent’s age, and y pre an agent’s pre-tax income. I allow
for age-dependence to nest the case where the government provides a social security and pension
system, in which case Tk would be negative for retired individuals. The government holds a level
of government debt B and chooses its spending G to balance its budget.
Agents. In the life-cycle case, an agent is born at some date t0 with zero asset holdings and with
some skill s ∈ S . In the infinite-horizon case, agents are already alive at date t = 0. The agent
faces idiosyncratic shocks captured by a Markov chain zt ∈ Z with transition probabilities Πzz0
from state z to state z0 , initialized at date t0 with a fixed initial distribution {πz }. The idiosyncratic
shocks determine the agent’s stochastic endowment of efficiency units of skill s, which is given
pre

by a function Θt−t0 (zt ) at time t. The agent’s income is then yt

= Θt−t0 (zt ) before taxes and
yt =
−
after taxes. I assume the function Θk (z) is normalized such that it averages
to 1 when averaged over the whole population of agents and over all idiosyncratic states. In the
life-cycle case, an agent dies after age k with probability δk ∈ [0, 1]. In case of death, the agent
is allowed to derive utility over bequests. I denote by uk (c) the agent’s possibly age-dependent,
per-period utility over the consumption good, and by U ( a) the utility from bequeathing asset
position a.
Bequests. It is assumed that each agent of skill s has an offspring with skill s0 , where s0 is randomly
drawn from a transition matrix Pss0 . The process for skills is assumed to be independent of {zt }.
Bequests are not necessarily received at the beginning of life, so it is important to specify each
agent’s belief about the distribution of bequests they may receive later on. I assume that ϕ ∈ {0, 1}
is an indicator for whether an agent has already received a bequest and that υ(·|s, k, ϕ) denotes the
probability distribution over bequest sizes to be received next period conditional on age k, skill s,
and indicator ϕ. Formally, υ(·|s, k, ϕ) is defined over the product space of bequests and bequest
indicators, R+ × {0, 1}, together with the Borel σ-algebra.
pre
yt

pre
Tt−t0 (yt )

25 The

results in this section generalize to arbitrary neoclassical production functions and arbitrary shifts in the
distribution of labor income.
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Agent’s optimization problem. Taken together, an agent born at date t0 with skill s solves the
following optimization problem,
Vk,s ( a, z, ϕ) = max uk (c) + β(1 − δk )Ez,ϕ Vk+1,s ( a0 + b0 , z0 , ϕ0 ) + βδk U ( a0 )
c+

(5)

1 0
a ≤ a + Θk (z)ws − Tk (Θk (z)ws )
1+r

(b0 , ϕ0 ) ∼ υ(·|s, k, ϕ)
a0 ≥ 0.

3.2

Equilibrium

Denote the state space by S ≡ S × {1, . . . , Kdeath } × R+ × Z × {0, 1} endowed with the Borel
σ-algebra BS on S. I define a steady state equilibrium as follows.
Definition 1 (Steady-state equilibrium). A steady state equilibrium in the benchmark economy is
a vector of aggregate quantities {Y, K, Ls }, a probability distribution µ defined over (S, BS ) and
a measure of bequests χ defined over S × {1, . . . , Kdeath } × R+ with the Borel σ-algebra, a set of
policy functions {ck,s ( a, z, ϕ), ak,s ( a, z, ϕ)}, a set of prices {r, ws } such that: (a) the policy functions
solve the optimization problem (5), where the conditional bequest distribution υ(·|s, k, ϕ) is given
by
0

υ(B, ϕ |s, k, ϕ) =


1

{0,1} ( B,

ϕ0 )

if ϕ = 1

 (1 − δ

k+k born )1{0,0} ( B,

ϕ0 ) +

1
µs

∑s0 Pss0 χ(s0 , k + k born , B)

if ϕ = 0

(6)

where B ⊂ R+ is measurable and the notation 1X denotes the indicator function for a given set
X, (b) the representative firm maximizes profits F (K, Ls ) − (r + δ)K − ∑ ws Ls , (c) the government
budget constraint
G + rB ≤

Z
(s,k,a,z,ϕ)

Tk (Θk (zk )ws )dµ + τ

is satisfied, (d) the goods market clears, Y = δK +

R

b

Z
(s,k,b)

bdχ

ck,s ( a, z, ϕ)dµ, (e) all markets for efficiency units

of each skill clear, Ls = µs , (f) the asset market clears,
1
1
A≡
1+r
1+r

Z
(s,k,a,z,ϕ)

a dµ = B + K,

(g) the bequest distribution is consistent with the distribution over states, χ(s, k, (1 − τ b )A, z, ϕ) =
δk µ(s, k, A, z, ϕ), where A ⊂ R+ measurable, and (h) aggregate flows and bequests are consistent
0

µ(s, k + 1, A, z , ϕ̃) =

∑
ϕ

Z

Z
(b0 ,ϕ0 ) s.t. ϕ0 = ϕ̃ (s,k,a,z,ϕ) s.t. ak,s ( a,z,ϕ)+b0 ∈A

µ(s, 1, A, z, ϕ) = πz µs 1{0} ( ϕ)1{0} (A).
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Πzz0 dµdυ(·|s, k, ϕ)

Similar to Section 2, I now show three sets of results in this economy: first, that consumption
functions are linear in permanent income; second, consumption and wealth inequality move one-toone with income inequality; and third, the aggregate economy in partial and general equilibrium is
unaffected by changes in permanent income inequality.

3.3

Assumptions for neutrality

To state the results, I formally introduce three necessary assumptions to obtain neutrality. Each of
these is relaxed in Section 5 to explore their respective roles in generating a concave consumption
function. The first assumption is that utility functions over consumption and bequests each have a
constant elasticity; and moreover, that elasticities are the same and not age-dependent.
Assumption 1 (Homothetic utility functions). (i) The per-period utility function uk (c) is homogeneous
with a constant elasticity of intertemporal substitution, that is, uk (c) =

c 1− σ
1− σ

for some σ > 0. (ii) The bequest
1− σ

utility function U ( a) is homogeneous with the same elasticity, that is, U ( a) = κ a1−σ for some parameter
κ ≥ 0.
This assumption is the reason I refer to this benchmark economy as homothetic. The second
assumption is that the income tax schedule is linear.
Assumption 2 (Linear tax schedule). The income tax function is linear in pre-tax income, that is,
Tk (y pre ) = τk y pre for some τk ∈ R, for each k ∈ {1, . . . , Kdeath }.
This assumption restricts both income taxes and any social security payments to be entirely
linear. As I discuss below, however, richer, progressive tax-and-transfer schedules can still be
allowed without breaking the linearity result below. The final assumption for the neutrality results
is that bequests play no redistributional role, that is, no rich person leaves any wealth to a less-skilled
offspring.
Assumption 3 (Perfect skill persistence). One of the following three assumptions is satisfied: (i) Skills are
perfectly persistent, that is, the transition matrix Pss0 is the identity, Pss0 = 1 if s = s0 and Pss0 = 0 otherwise;
(ii) There are no bequests, that is, the model is an infinite-horizon economy or a perfectly deterministic life
cycle model without bequest utility; (iii) Bequests are perfectly taxed, τb = 1.
A commonly-used fourth alternative, not modeled here, is the assumption of a perfect annuities
market (and no preferences for bequests). In addition to those three economic assumptions, I make
a fourth technical one to rule out boundary cases with ill-defined equilibrium wealth distributions.
Assumption 4 (Unique wealth distribution given r). Given any interest rate r > 0 and permanent
incomes {ws }, there exists at most a single wealth distribution µ for which (a) and (g) of Definition 1 can be
satisfied.
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This assumption essentially rules out the special case of no income risk and an infinite horizon,
where it is well known that there does not exist a unique wealth distribution. Note that it still
allows for multiple steady-state equilibria to exist (as in Acikgöz (2017)) as long as each equilibrium
interest rate is associated with a unique wealth distribution.
Having made these important but common assumptions, I can now characterize the micro
implications of steady state equilibria in this economy.

3.4

Linearity and aggregate neutrality

I start by showing a helpful auxiliary result which states that all steady state policy functions and
asset distributions scale with permanent income.
Lemma 1. Under Assumptions 1–4, for any measurable set (s, k, A, z, ϕ) ⊂ S, any state (s, k, a, z, ϕ) ∈ S
and any skill s0 ∈ S it holds in any equilibrium that


µs
ws0
0
µ(s, k, A, z, ϕ) =
× µ s , k, A , z, ϕ
µ s0
ws
ws
× ck,s0
ck,s ( a, z, ϕ) =
ws0



w0
a s , z, ϕ
ws


and

and



µs
ws0
0
χ(s, k, A) =
× χ s , k, A
µ s0
ws

ws
ak,s ( a, z, ϕ) =
× ak,s0
ws0




ws0
a
, z, ϕ .
ws

Lemma 1 has two crucial implications: distributions (over assets and bequests) and policy
functions (for consumption and assets) scale in permanent income. For instance, fix an age k, an
income state z, and a bequest indicator ϕ. Lemma 1 shows that an agent with skill s and asset
position a consumes exactly ws /ws0 times as much as an agent with skill s0 and asset position
aws0 /ws . An interesting implication of this is that the distribution of MPCs is the same for each skill
s.26 This is an immediate consequence of differentiating the equation for ck,s ( a, z, ϕ) in Lemma 1
with respect to a. I state and prove this result formally in Appendix C.2.
Lemma 1 can be used to derive testable predictions based on micro-level consumption behavior.
Proposition 1 does this for the relationship between individual consumption and permanent income.
Proposition 1 (Linear consumption function). Under Assumptions 1–4, in any equilibrium, each agent i
with age k has a linear consumption function in permanent income, that is, in logs
log cik = constk + log ws(i) + eik ,

(8)

where constk ∈ R and E[eik |k, s] = 0. Moreover, the agent’s after-tax income process satisfies

] k + log ws(i) + ẽik ,
log yik = const

(9)

] k ∈ R, and E[ẽik |k, s] = 0.
where const
26 There is some evidence that MPCs decrease with education (not conditioning on assets a), see Jappelli and Pistaferri
(2006, 2014).
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Proposition 1 motivates a simple log-linear specification that I use as a basis for testing linearity
in Section 4. The next result directly follows from Lemma 1 as well.
Proposition 2 (Consumption and wealth inequality under linearity). Under Assumptions 1–4, in
any equilibrium, the variances of log consumption and log wealth move one-to-one with the variance of log
permanent income,
Vari,k log cik = const + Vars log ws
Vari,k log ( aik + yik ) = const + Vars log ws ,
for all t, where the constants are independent of the distribution of permanent incomes {log ws(i) }.
Despite its simplicity, this is a striking result, especially in light of the recent U.S. experience.
While there is still some debate about how much consumption inequality rose compared to income
inequality (Attanasio and Pistaferri, 2016), there is clear evidence that wealth inequality has significantly outpaced income inequality in recent decades (Piketty and Saez, 2003; Saez and Zucman,
2016).
So far, I have focused on the micro predictions of the model, which are entirely independent of
the supply side of the economy. I now turn to the macro predictions. To do this, I consider shifts in
the distribution of labor income {γs }. This leads to the following general equilibrium result.
Proposition 3 (Neutrality). Suppose Assumptions 1–4 hold. Then, aggregate consumption and savings
are linear functions of the average permanent income Es ws ,
C = κ C × Es w s

and

A = κ A × Es w s

where κ A , κC > 0 are two constants that do not depend on {γs }. It follows that any redistribution of
permanent incomes through a change in labor income shares {γs } leaves all aggregate quantities unchanged.
This means that the distribution of permanent incomes is irrelevant for aggregate consumption, savings,
investment, tax revenues, bequests, asset prices, and the interest rate.
The intuition behind this result is straightforward given the discussion of the previous subsection.
Any individual’s consumption is linear in permanent incomes ws , so the distribution of ws is
irrelevant for aggregate consumption and savings. Therefore, all aggregate quantities are unchanged
in general equilibrium.

3.5

Discussion

These results are an example of an exact aggregation result. In essence, the Engel curves for consumption in different time periods are linear in permanent income (and symmetric across agents).
This allows one to treat the economy as if there were only a single skill type earning the average permanent income. The focus on permanent incomes—that is, individual fixed effects—distinguishes
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this result from previous aggregation results: in Constantinides and Duffie (1996) there are only
permanent shocks (here income shocks are very general), and there is no trade in equilibrium
(whereas here there is). The approximate aggregation result in Krusell and Smith (1998) is about
the asymptotic linearity of the consumption function out of assets for large levels of assets, not
the linearity of consumption as a function of permanent income—in fact, in the above economy,
consumption can be an arbitrarily-curved function of assets and still be linear in permanent income.
The linearity result has been stated in a fairly general way, but not as general as possible. Similar
results hold with progressive tax systems,27 endogenous labor supply, habit formation, aggregate
risk, or non-separable preferences (e.g. Epstein-Zin preferences).
There are a few limitations to the linearity result, however. First and foremost, this is a long-run
result. If changes in the distribution of skill prices hit currently-living generations in mid-life, rather
than only affecting new cohorts, there will be a period of adjustment to the new set of skill prices.
In Section 6 below, I explore this effect quantitatively and find it to be negligible, even for large
changes in the income distribution, such as a sudden movement from the U.S. distribution in 1970
to the U.S. distribution in 2014.
Second, the result also no longer applies when initial assets or borrowing constraints are nonzero
and do not scale with an agent’s permanent income level ws .28 Again, I explored these departures
numerically, and they have only marginal effects on the validity of the linearity proposition. I discuss
other limitations and how they affect my tests of the proportionality hypothesis in Section 4.4.
Finally, I assume joy-of-giving preferences. If, instead, one assumes altruistic preferences, and
relaxes Assumption 3, introducing imperfect skill persistence, the result no longer holds exactly.
In that case, altruistic preferences introduce two reasons for non-neutrality: first, parents treat
bequests as a luxury good since the higher their own permanent income, the relatively lower their
child’s permanent income is expected to be, inducing parents to save more. In an economy with
a joy-of-giving utility U, this would correspond to bequests being treated as a luxury good, and
will be an integral part of the quantitative model in Section 5. Second, altruism also allows rising
permanent income inequality to directly affect savings behavior due to greater precautionary savings.
This second feature cannot be informed by the empirical exercise in this paper, and is not a feature
of models with an ad-hoc joy-of-giving utility U.29
27 This

works as long as post-tax incomes are a power function of pre-tax incomes, which holds relatively well in U.S.
data. See, e.g. Benabou (2000, 2002) and Heathcote et al. (2017), as well as Appendix D.7 of this paper.
28 Especially for borrowing constraints, it seems natural that they would scale in one’s permanent income level.
29 For evidence on the strength of this channel, see the recent work by Boar (2017). For changes in income inequality in
an infinite-horizon economy, which can be thought of agents linked by altruistic bequest motives, see Auclert and Rognlie
(2017). For quantitative OLG models with altruism, see Castaneda et al. (2003); Cagetti and De Nardi (2006, 2009).
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4

Testing for Neutrality

I introduced a general, neutral model in the previous section. In this section I test for neutrality in
the data. Inspired by Proposition 1, the goal is to estimate the following system of equations,
log cit = Xit0 β + φ log ws(i) + eit
log yit =

X̃it0 β̃ + log ws(i)

+ ηit + ψit + νit .

(10a)
(10b)

Here, cit , yit , ws(i) denote current consumption, current income and permanent income as before,
Xit , X̃it are sets of controls, ηit is a persistent income shock, ψit is a transitory income shock, and νit is
measurement error.30 The key questions is whether φ, the permanent income elasticity of consumption,
is equal to 1 or not.
To answer this question, I pursue three separate approaches: an OLS approach, where each
household’s permanent income level is computed as a symmetric average over log residualized
incomes (Section 4.2); and two IV approaches, where each household’s current income level is
instrumented with two different predictors of permanent income (Section 4.3). In Section 4.4 I
discuss at length various potential weaknesses of my empirical designs and provide robustness
checks (see also Appendix D.1). Finally, I discuss the economic significance of the estimated value
of φ using a simple partial equilibrium consumption function framework in Section 4.5.
It is important to stress that my analysis is not about assessing the relationship between changes
in consumption and changes in permanent or persistent income. Instead, my analysis focuses on the
dependence of the consumption level on a given level of permanent income.31
Throughout this section, I will denote by ŷ ≡ log y − X̃0 β̃ˆ log income residuals after partialing
it

it

it

out observable controls X̃it ; by ŵi ≡ log ws(i) log permanent income residuals of agent i; and by
ĉit ≡ log cit log consumption.

4.1

Data description

Overview. I use data from the 1999 – 2013 waves of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID).
The PSID began in 1968 and is currently the longest running longitudinal household survey in
the world. Its initial sample consisted of 5,000 households, of which 3,000 (the “Survey Research
Center”, or SRC, sample) were chosen as a representative sample of the U.S. population at the
time. Since 1968, researchers have followed both these households and their children’s “split-off”
households. The survey was conducted annually until 1996, and biennially since 1997. It is known
for having comparatively low attrition rates and relatively high response rates (Becketti et al., 1988;
Andreski et al., 2014).
30 All

variables will be formally defined below.
responses to income shocks and the degree of insurance against such shocks are the subject of extensive
research, recent papers include Arellano et al. (2017), Blundell et al. (2008), Blundell et al. (2016), Guvenen and Smith
(2014), Heathcote et al. (2014), and Kaplan and Violante (2010), among many others.
31 Temporary
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Consumption expenditure data. Until 1997, the PSID only collected information on specific consumption categories (food, housing and childcare). Since 1999, however, the PSID now collects a
much wider set of consumption expenditure data that captures around 70% of the expenditures
surveyed in the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX) and in the U.S. National Income and Product
Accounts (NIPA).32 These new categories include expenditures on food, housing, mortgages and
rents, utilities, transportation and vehicles, education and health care. The largest categories missing
in the revised consumption survey are home repairs and maintenance, household furnishing, and
clothing. Those were added in a further update in 2005. Since 2005, the PSID consumption data
captures almost all categories of the CEX (Andreski et al., 2014).
In the analysis below, I use the longer-running but slightly less comprehensive consumption
expenditure data as my baseline measure. As I will show in Section 4.4 below, moving to the more
comprehensive (since 2005) consumption measure has only a minor effect on my results. In my
baseline measure, I include all available expenditure categories, including durable goods. Since
mortgage payments are the sum of imputed rents and accumulation of housing wealth, which
is a form of saving, I replace them by imputed rent, as computed by the PSID.33 I include (nonhousing) durable goods since, under analogous assumptions to the ones in Section 3.4, durable
goods purchases would scale linearly in permanent income. Still, I also show results for non-durable
consumption expenditure below.
Income data. As the income variable in my baseline regressions, I use post-tax household labor
income. This is the right income concept to use for my exercise since, as the aforementioned
literature on various channels of partial insurance convincingly argues, there exist various channels
which may be operative, at least temporarily, in response to changes in permanent incomes. Among
the most important such channels are the tax-and-transfer system and the labor supply of family
members, both of which are accounted for by using post-tax household labor income. The income
measure consists of labor income of all family members minus taxes (computed using NBER’s
TAXSIM program). I discuss below robustness with respect to alternative income measures—most
prominently, with respect to using an after-tax total income measure which includes all forms of
capital income as well as private and public transfers.
Sample Selection. My baseline sample includes all PSID waves from 1999 to 2013, and consists of
all households whose head is between 30 and 65 years old. I exclude households without a single
non-missing consumption and income observation, as well as extreme observations, with income
below 5% of the yearly average income. The PSID waves prior to 1999, when no broad consumption
measure is available in the dataset, will only be used for their income data. My baseline sample
consists of 5,881 distinct households with at least one observation. I discuss several alternative
sample choices in Section 4.4. Throughout, I use PSID’s post-1999 longitudinal sample weights.
32 Unlike

the CEX, however, the post-1999 PSID consumption data does not suffer from a downward trend relative to
the PCE (see, e.g. Blundell et al. (2016)).
33 My results are very similar if computing imputed rents as 6% of the house price, as do Blundell et al. (2016) and
Poterba and Sinai (2008). When using the comprehensive post-2005 consumption measure, I exclude home repairs and
maintenance costs since these are investments.
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Controls. In my benchmark specifications, I use as controls X̃it in the income equation the
household head’s five-year age bracket, dummies for household size, and year dummies; and
as controls Xit in the consumption equation the same controls plus a location dummy to capture
heterogeneity in living costs.34 The results are robust to several other sets of controls, see Section 4.4.

4.2

A first look at the data

Motivated by Proposition 1, I start by showing results for specifications in which log permanent
income ŵi is proxied for by a simple income average. Even if these specifications turn out to be
biased under the neutrality assumptions of the benchmark model (see Section 4.3), they are intuitive
and set the stage for the more formal econometric investigation in the next section. Consecutive
observation periods t, t + 1 are two years apart in the PSID sample.
I use symmetrically-averaged income residuals as proxies for permanent income, constructed as
yitT ≡

1
T

( T −1)/2

∑

ŷi,t+τ ,

τ =−( T −1)/2

where T is the odd number of incomes being averaged.35 When T = 1, yitT is equal to current income
residuals ŷit . When T > 1, it is an average of T income observations over 2T − 1 years, due to the
biennial nature of the sample. The OLS specification to test (8) is then
ĉit = Xit0 β + φyitT + eit .

(11)

For long averages, T → ∞, under a suitable law of large numbers for the income processes ηit , ψit ,
the average income residuals yitT are measuring ŵi without noise. In that case, the neutral model
in Section 3.4 would correspond to φ = 1, implying a linear consumption function in permanent
incomes. Since T is finite, however, one can generally expect elasticities φ below 1, even if the
assumptions of the neutral model are satisfied (see Section 4.3). An alternative way to construct a
proxy for permanent income is as income fixed effects. In this case, household i’s permanent income
proxy is an average over all of i’s observed income residuals ŷit .
Results. To avoid relying on functional form assumptions, Figure 4 shows the results of a nonparametric version of (11) spanning 9 years (T = 5). Specifically, it shows the results of a regression
of ĉit on controls and 50 bins of yitT . Two observations are immediate: the relationship is almost
exactly linear in logs, and its slope is significantly below 1. I further investigate this in Table 1 using
the linear specification (11). Columns 1–3 show the results of specification (11) for different values
of T. It is evident that longer averages push up the estimated φ, likely by reducing the downward
bias. For the largest T shown, T = 9 income observations are averaged across 17 years—around half
34 The location dummy is constructed as the interaction of an urban-rural dummy and dummies for the nine Census
divisions.
35 See Kopczuk et al. (2010) for similar symmetrically-averaged income measures.
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Figure 4: Consumption and average income.
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Note. The graph shows consumption and average income in logs for the baseline sample of PSID households. To
construct it, log consumption is regressed on controls (year, age, household size, location) and 50 bins for average log
income residuals. Log income residuals are obtained by partialing out year, age, and household size dummies and then
averaged over a symmetric 9-year interval for each household (T = 5). The blue line is the estimated linear relationship
with slope φ, the red line is the 45° line.

of an entire work-life. Even then, the estimated elasticity φ is around 0.65—far from 1. Column 4
shows results from a specification where (11) is implemented using fixed effects, regressing each
household’s consumption fixed effect on its income fixed effect, for the subsample of households
with at least 5 non-missing income and consumption observations. The estimated φ is similar to the
estimate for T = 5.

4.3

Econometric approach

I now investigate the possible biases in the OLS specifications more formally and propose solutions.
The economy consists of a set of households i ∈ I , of which each i enters the labor market at time
t0 (i ), with initial age k = 1, and is observed until age k = Kdeath > 1. As before, their consumption
and income processes are governed by,
ĉit = φŵi + Xit0 β + eit

(12a)

ŷit = ŵi + ηit + ψit + νit ,

(12b)

where t ∈ t0 (i ) + {0, 1, . . . , Kdeath − 1}. I make the following baseline assumptions on the model
(12), all of which are satisfied in the neutral model of Section (3). First, all random variables in
(12) are iid across households i. Second, measurement error νit is iid over time and uncorrelated
with consumption, Cov(eit , νit ) = 0. Third, permanent income ŵi and the controls Xit are uncor22

Table 1: OLS specifications with various proxies for permanent income.
log household consumption
(1)
T=1

(2)
T=5

(3)
T=9

(4)
c and y FE

0.396
(0.01)

0.547
(0.02)

0.645
(0.03)

0.561
(0.02)

Year FE, Age FE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hh.size FE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Location FE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

24994
0.47

7979
0.56

2050
0.60

2644
0.66

log Income

Observations
R-squared

Note. This table shows results from OLS regressions with
various proxies of permanent income as regressors. In column 1, the regressor is current log income (residuals), in
column 2 (3) it is log incomes averaged over 9 (17) years.
Column 4 shows the results from a fixed effects regression,
where log consumption fixed effects are regressed against
log income fixed effects. Standard errors are corrected for
heteroskedasticity and clustered by household.

related with the income shocks ηit , ψit , measurement error νit and the consumption error term eit .
Fourth, future transitory income shocks ψit+τ are uncorrelated with current consumption, that is,
Cov(eit , ψit+τ ) = 0 for τ > 0; and past transitory income shocks ψit−τ are positively correlated with
current consumption, that is, Cov(eit , ψi,t+τ ) ≥ 0 for τ ≤ 0 (positive income shocks in the past only
raise consumption going forward, all else equal).
The critical assumptions are the third and fourth: the third requires permanent incomes ŵi to be
uncorrelated with eit , ruling out the presence of unobserved heterogeneity in savings preferences
that could be correlated with ŵi . And the fourth assumption requires the unforecastability of
transitory income shocks by the agent. Both assumptions are discussed in Section 4.4.
The two biases of OLS regressions. Having introduced these assumptions, it is possible to investigate the biases of OLS regressions. As an example, consider a simple OLS regression of ĉit on
current income ŷit (and controls), corresponding to T = 1 in the previous section (column 1 of
Table 1). It is straightforward to show that
plim φ̂
N →∞

OLS



Cov(eit , ηit + ψit )
= φ− φ−
Var(ηit + ψit )
|
{z



Var(ηit + ψit )
Var(ŷit )
}

<0 (consumption smoothing bias)

Var(νit )
−φ
Var(ŷit )
|
{z
}

.

<0 (attenuation bias)

There are two possible biases in OLS: the first is what one may call “consumption smoothing bias”,
since it is nonzero precisely when the agent’s consumption reaction to income shocks—captured by
the slope coefficient Cov(eit , ηit + ψit )/Var(ηit + ψit )—is different from the reaction to permanent
income—captured by φ. In most reasonable models of consumption behavior, the former is less than
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the latter due to consumption smoothing, inducing a natural downward bias in the OLS estimate.
The second bias is standard attenuation bias due to the presence of measurement error in income.
It turns out that the consumption smoothing bias is rather hard to overcome. Simple instruments,
such as future or lagged incomes are able to eliminate attenuation through measurement error, but
due to the presence of persistent income shocks ηit , the consumption smoothing bias remains.36 I
now propose novel IV strategies that eliminate both biases, using additional assumptions on the
autocorrelation structure of the persistent income shocks ηit .
ARMA process for ηit . Assume ηit follows a (stationary) ARMA( p, q) process, that is, one can
express the process as
η

a( L)ηit = b( L)eit ,
where a is a polynomial of order p, b is a polynomial of order q, and L denotes the lag operator.
One implication of stationarity is that a(1) 6= 0. Again, assume that the agent cannot foresee future
η

η

innovations eit , that is, Cov(eit+τ , eit ) = 0 for τ > 0 (see Section 4.4 for a discussion). A standard
example of such a process is an AR(1) process with persistence parameter ρ < 1, which case
a( L) = 1 − ρL and b( L) = 1.
Define the process
zit ≡ a( L)ŷit .
By construction, zit is independent of realizations of the persistent shock ηit that lie more than q
periods in the past. Indeed, one can express zit as
η

zit = a(1)ŵi + a( L) (ψit + νit ) + b( L)eit .
This shows that since a(1) 6= 0, zit is correlated with ŵi , yet uncorrelated with eit−τ for τ >
max{ p, q}. Thus, any future zit+τ with τ > max{ p, q} is a valid instrument for current income ŷit in
a regression of consumption ĉit on current income ŷit . When ηit is an AR(1) process, the instrument
is simply given by quasi-differenced future incomes,
zit+τ = ŷit+τ − ρŷit+τ −1 .
Intuitively, this IV strategy combines two ideas. Using future incomes, rather than lagged
incomes, is helpful because in a world without persistent income shocks, this would yield consistent
estimates. The reason for this is that the actual realizations of future income shocks is not known
to the agent in that case, so the only source of correlation between current and future incomes is
the permanent component ŵi . When there is a persistent income shock, however, it needs to be
differenced out first, which is precisely the role of quasi-differencing. Together, quasi-differenced
future incomes are a valid instrument for ŵi under the ARMA assumptions above.
Random walk ηit . A downside of this approach is that it is only consistent for non-unit-root
36 For

instance, some of the specifications Mayer (1972) and Dynan et al. (2004) used instruments along these lines.
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Table 2: IV specifications for time-averages and group-averages approach.
log household consumption
(1)
ρ=0

(2)
ρ = 0.88

(3)
ρ = 0.89

(4)
ρ = 0.9

(5)
ρ = 0.91

(6)
ρ = 0.92

(7)
ini.

0.599
(0.02)

0.675
(0.04)

0.686
(0.04)

0.699
(0.05)

0.717
(0.05)

0.741
(0.06)

0.732
(0.05)

Year FE, Age FE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hh.size FE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Location FE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

7158
537.6
0.48

7158
59.2
0.45

7158
49.5
0.44

7158
40.2
0.44

7158
31.5
0.43

7158
23.4
0.41

21642
101.5
0.41

log Income

Observations
1st stage F
R-squared

Note. Columns 1-6 show IV results with ρ-differenced future incomes as instruments, for
various choices of ρ. Column 7 shows results when the autocovariances of log income residuals are used without assuming a parametric form for income shocks. Standard errors are
corrected for heteroskedasticity and clustered by household.

processes. Indeed, if a(1) were equal to zero, the instrument zit would be independent of ŵi
altogether. A common formulation of the persistent shock ηit , however, is as a random walk.37 I
consider this case now. In particular, assume that
η

ηit = ηit−1 + eit .
Let zi be the agent’s initial labor income when entering the labor market at time t0 (i ),
zi ≡ ŷi,t0 (i) = ŵi + ηi,t0 (i) + ψi,t0 (i) + νi,t0 (i) .
For an arbitrary process ηit , this variable is not an exogenous instrument and not even one whose
asymptotic bias can be signed. However, when ηit follows a random walk, the initial persistent
draw ηi,t0 (i) is indistinguishable from permanent income ŵi for the agent, and thus can be set to
zero without loss of generality. This then means that the only endogenous variable in zi is ψi,t0 (i) ,
which I argued above is positively correlated with future errors in the consumption equation, eit .
Therefore, if ηit follows a random walk, an IV strategy with instrument zi provides an asymptotic
upper bound of φ which can then also be used to test neutrality.38
Results of the IV approaches. To operationalize the approach for a stationary ηit , I model ηit
as an AR(1) process with annual persistence ρ. I use all periods for which at least three future
37 See

the recent survey by Meghir and Pistaferri (2010). The method proposed here can be extended to include the case
where the transitory shock ψit follows an MA process, rather than being iid over time (MaCurdy, 1982; Abowd and Card,
1989).
38 In my simulations in Section 5 I will show that this upper bound is generally very tight in models with random walk
income processes and provides a close upper bound even in models without random walk income processes.
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incomes zi,t+τ are observable and use all available instruments for each observation. The persistence
parameter ρ is estimated in the data at a similar horizon (15 years) as the maximum span of the
instruments zi,t+τ I use in the estimation (see Appendix D.4 for details). This procedure yields a
moderate annual persistence of ρ = 0.90.39 Columns 1–6 of Table 2 show the results of a two-stageleast-squares estimation for various choices of ρ around the estimated level of ρ = 0.9 as well as
ρ = 0.
Overall, a consistent picture emerges. While estimates do increase with larger choices of
persistences ρ (which they are expected to—see the discussion on misspecification of ρ in the next
section), they fall between 0.60 and 0.75. Importantly, for all specifications, the F-statistics are above
10, suggesting that there is no weak instruments problem for those values of ρ.40
In column 7 of Table 2, I show the results of the second IV approach using as IV the household’s
labor income at the head’s age of 25. The result is consistent with this estimate providing an upper
bound, even if the underlying income process may not exactly be a random walk.

4.4

Discussion and robustness

There are a variety of concerns one might have about the specifications in Section 4.3. In this
subsection, I address a few of the most important. Appendix D.1 executes a number of additional
robustness checks, including among others: a specification that controls for cash on hand; grouplevel specifications, similar to those in the seminal work of Attanasio and Davis (1996); and
specifications using the imputed consumption measure in Blundell et al. (2008). The regression
results for each of the following robustness exercises appear in Table 3. To facilitate comparison
with my previous results, the first row shows baseline estimates taken from Table 1, column 3 and
Table 2, columns 4 and 7.
Heterogeneous time or bequest preferences. One of the most immediate concerns one may have about
the specifications in Section 4.3 is endogeneity through preference heterogeneity that is correlated
with permanent income levels. For instance, better-educated workers may be more “financially
responsible” and save more conditional on a given level of permanent income. Since educated
workers usually earn higher incomes, this could lead to a downward bias in φ̂ IV .
To address these concerns, I rerun the baseline OLS specification from Table 1, column 2 as well
as the IV specification from Table 2, column 3,41 with additional controls that proxy for factors
influencing savings preferences: the household head’s education, race, sex. Additionally, I include
the household head’s reported bequest intention, which was elicited in the 2007 wave of the PSID.42
39 This persistence estimate lies between the typical estimates of 0.95 − 1.00 for “restricted income profile” income
processes and of 0.80 − 0.85 for “heterogeneous income profile” estimates.
40 Values of ρ beyond around 0.94 (annual), however, do generate significant weak instrument problems.
41 The results are very similar for the other OLS and IV specifications.
42 The question asked was: “Some people think that leaving an estate or inheritance to their children or other relatives
is very important, while others do not. Would you say this is very important, quite important, not important, or not at all
important?” Answers were given on a numeric scale from 1 (very important) to 4 (not at all important).
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Table 3: Robustness checks.
OLS with T = 9

IV with ρ = 0.90

IV with initial income

1. Baseline

0.64
(0.03)

0.70
(0.04)

0.73
(0.05)

2. Education and preference controls

0.58
(0.03)

0.69
(0.07)

0.78
(0.08)

3. Controlling for positive business wealth

0.55
(0.02)

0.68
(0.05)

0.72
(0.05)

4. HIP – education specific trends

0.59
(0.03)

0.68
(0.06)

0.73
(0.06)

5. Comprehensive consumption

0.66
(0.03)

0.71
(0.04)

0.77
(0.05)

6. Education as IV

0.73
(0.03)

7. Total post-tax income

0.69
(0.03)

0.71
(0.04)

0.72
(0.04)

8. Nondurable consumption

0.58
(0.03)

0.59
(0.04)

0.62
(0.05)

9. Aguiar-Bils relative expenditures

0.62
(0.08)

0.72
(0.10)

0.71
(0.15)

Note. This table lists OLS and IV estimates for 8 different specifications. Row 1 shows the baseline specifications. Row 2 adds controls for several proxies for preferences (education, race, sex, and self-reported bequest
intentions). Row 3 adds a dummy for positive business wealth. Row 4 controls for education-specific household income trends. Row 5 uses the comprehensive post-2005 consumption measure. Row 6 uses education
as instrument for current income residuals. Row 7 uses total post-tax household income as income measure.
Row 8 uses non-durable consumption as consumption measure. Row 9 uses data on relative expenditures on
luxuries vs necessities to achieve robustness to non-classical measurement error as in Aguiar Bils (2015). All
specifications control for year, age, household size and location dummies. All IV specifications have first stage
F statistics above 10. Standard errors are corrected for heteroskedasticity and clustered by household.

While these are merely proxies for preferences, one can expect that if preference heterogeneity is an
important confounding factor in my specifications, some of it should be picked up by my controls.
The second row in Table 3 shows that both the OLS and IV estimates are very similar to the
baseline estimates in magnitude, and the IV estimates differ insignificantly from the baseline
estimates. These results seem counterintuitive at first. It is worth reiterating that they hold
conditional on permanent income: unconditionally, households with a college-educated household
head do save significantly more. However, as my results suggest, this is almost entirely driven by
the fact that such households can “afford” to save due to higher earnings, and not because they are
more frugal that their less educated counterparts.43
Observe that even if unobserved preference heterogeneity were confounding my estimates, this
43 These

results do not imply that preferences over the type of consumption are entirely independent of education and
the other aforementioned proxies. For instance, compared to households headed by a high school dropout, I find that
college-educated households tend to spend less on consumption categories such as transportation or housing, but spend
significantly more on education, health and food (for a given level of permanent income).
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would not resurrect the neutrality result in Section 3. I demonstrate this point in Appendix D.9 in a
setting where unobserved heterogeneity in preferences is the sole cause of φ̂ < 1.
Heterogeneous returns on wealth. A recent literature powerfully demonstrates that returns on
wealth are very heterogeneous in the population and generally increase with wealth (Fagereng et al.,
2016). One relative advantage of my specification based on consumption expenditure (rather than
wealth differences or wealth-to-income ratios) is that its results cannot be “mechanically” driven
by heterogeneity in returns that is correlated with income. The effect of such heterogeneity on my
results generally depends on the elasticity of intertemporal substitution (EIS): if the EIS is below 1,
as is typically assumed in precautionary savings models, it may well be that high-return agents
consume more out of their labor income, not less.
Since return heterogeneity is hard to disentangle from noise in the PSID, I use as a simple proxy
whether a household has positive business wealth or not. The results appear in the third row of
Table 3 and fall slightly below the baseline numbers.
Partial insurance. One may wonder how the presence of partial insurance arrangements affect
my results. First, notice that many insurance channels, such as government tax and transfers as
well as total family labor supply, are already taken into account in the post-tax income measure that
I use. Still, there may be informal insurance among households that I cannot observe. In a recent
paper, Guvenen and Smith (2014) present an explicit model of partial insurance, where an agent hit
η

η

by an innovation eit to the persistent shock ηit receives an unobserved transfer −θeit that mitigates
the shock, θ ∈ (0, 1). This does not affect the two IV strategies, since neither relies on any specifics
of the income shock other than the persistence parameter.
Heterogeneous income profiles and advance information. A recent literature argues that income
age profiles may have heterogeneous slopes (Guvenen, 2007, 2009; Guvenen and Smith, 2014;
Guvenen et al., 2016), and more generally, agents may have advance information about future
income realizations (Primiceri and van Rens, 2009). The presence of these features do not affect my
initial income IV results when ηit follows a random walk. When ηit follows an AR(1), this is likely
to bias φ̂ IV upwards: when an agent expects greater future income growth, then, all else equal, the
consumption cit will be higher.
A straightforward way in which the robustness of my results with respect to heterogeneous
income profiles can be explored is to allow in the controls Xit and X̃it for heterogeneity in income
profiles based on observables. This is exactly what I do in the fourth row of Table 3 by adding an
interaction of an age trend with education to Xit . The results are shifted downward—as one may
have expected—but not by a whole lot, at least for this rough measure of heterogeneous income
profiles. In fact, the IV estimate is insignificantly different from the baseline estimate.
Misspecification of ρ. A similar logic carries over to the case where the econometrician specifies
the wrong ρ in the construction of the AR(1) IV. For instance, if the persistence parameter chosen
by the econometrician ρ is too large relative to the true persistence, say ρ∗ , the IV estimate φ̂ IV
tends to be biased upwards. In that case, the ρ-difference ŷit+τ − ρŷi,t+τ −1 contains the term

− (ρ − (ρ∗ )) ηit+τ −1 , which is positively correlated with the error term eit , as agents with high
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income shocks ηit tend to save more and consume less out of current income. The bias goes in
the opposite direction if ρ > ρ∗ . This explains why the estimates in Table 2 tend to be smaller for
smaller ρ’s.
Comprehensive consumption. As mentioned in Section 4.1 when describing the dataset, the
PSID introduced a somewhat more comprehensive consumption measure in 2005 by adding six
consumption categories. Since my OLS and AR(1) IV specifications rely on future income data, the
consumption data that is effectively used spans the years 1999–2005 and thus barely overlaps with
the new measure. To have a meaningful comparison between the two consumption measures, I
impute the missing comprehensive measure before 2005 by estimating a set of demand equations
for each of the new consumption categories on post-2005 data (see Appendix D.3 for details).44
The fifth row of Table 3 shows the results. The OLS and the AR(1) IV estimates are close to their
baseline counterparts, and the estimate for the initial income IV is somewhat larger.
Education as instrument. Row 6 of Table 3 shows IV results when education is used as the
instrument. This is a common instrument in the previous literature (Dynan et al., 2004; Bozio et al.,
2013). The estimate for φ is slightly larger than that of my baseline IV specification.
Total post-tax income. My specifications so far used a measure of post-tax labor income, not
including capital income. In row 7 of Table 3, I use a total post-tax, post-transfer income measure,
which includes capital income. The results are similar.
Nondurable consumption. Row 8 of Table 3 shows results for nondurable consumption only
(defined as the sum of food expenditure, rent, property taxes, home insurance expenditure, utilities,
transportation, education, childcare and health-related expenditures). The somewhat lower estimates suggest that including durable consumption is important since permanent-income richer
households seem to spend a disproportionate amount on those expenditures.
Non-classical measurement error. In a recent paper, Aguiar and Bils (2015) argue that there is
non-classical measurement error in the interview survey of the Consumer Expenditure Survey
(CEX), in the sense that richer respondents are more likely to underreport their spending. Aguiar
and Bils (2015) show that this matters for the measurement of consumption inequality. There are
two reasons why this may be less of a concern for this paper: Compared to the CEX, there is no
evidence of a downward trend in the coverage of the PSID consumption expenditure data (Blundell
et al., 2016); and, in the present study, the estimate for φ is only affected if consumption is relatively
more underreported than income.
Nevertheless, I use several strategies to deal with this issue. First, I present estimates using
three different consumption measures: the post-1999 PSID measure, the comprehensive post-2005
measure, and the BPP imputed measure (see Appendix D.1). Second, I re-estimated the three main
specifications using the PSID’s post-1999 wealth data, finding a permanent income elasticity of
wealth of approximately 2 − 3 (depending on the exact specification and measure of wealth). This
is significantly greater than 1 (neutrality) and is in line with the analogous estimate of 2 in the
44 See

Blundell et al. (2008) or Boar (2017) for recent examples that employ similar imputation strategies.
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non-homothetic model of Section 5. And finally, I applied the method proposed by Aguiar and Bils
(2015) to this paper. Using their estimates for expenditure elasticities, I back out total expenditure
measures along the income distribution from the ratios of luxury expenditures to expenditures on
necessities (for details, see Appendix D.2). The resulting estimates are shown in row 9 of Table 3
and are comparable with the baseline estimates.

4.5

Is the degree of concavity economically significant?

The evidence in the previous sections suggests that the permanent income sensitivity of consumption
φ is around 0.70, and significantly below 1 in a statistical sense. This raises the obvious question of
whether an estimate of 0.70 is also economically significantly different from 1. While this question is
central to my quantitative general equilibrium analysis in Section 5, a simple “back of the envelope”
calculation—inspired by the simple model in Section 2—already informs this question.
To operationalize this approach, suppose there is a continuum of one-period-lived households
φ

i ∈ [0, 1], with permanent income levels yi and an ad-hoc consumption function C(yi ) = κyi
R
with some κ > 0. I now characterize how aggregate consumption C ≡ C(yi )di depends on the
R
distribution of permanent incomes {yi }, holding aggregate income Y ≡ yi di constant.
Let F (y) and f (y) denote the initial cdf and pdf of the distribution of {yi } and G (y) and g(y) the
new cdf and pdf, assumed to have the same mean as F (y). The object of interest is the percentage
change in consumption,
∆C
=
C

R∞
0

( g(y) − f (y)) C(y)dy
R∞
.
C(y) f (y)dy
0

(13)

I evaluate expression (13) using two different data sets on the income distribution since 1980.
The first is the PSID dataset used above. Here I take the income distribution to be the ±4 year
average y4it of residual incomes ŷit (net of year, age, and household size dummies), where all income
observations within a nine-year window are included.45 The second dataset is the distribution of
post-tax national income by equal-split adults as computed by Piketty et al. (2016). For details on
the calculation of ∆C/C see Appendix D.10.
Figure 5 plots the percentage annual consumption decline relative to 1980 using the two datasets.
Using the PSID data I find an annual consumption shortfall due to the rise in inequality of around
3% in 2013. Using the administrative-level data, the shortfall is almost twice as large, and has
reached around 5.5% in recent years. Despite the difference in magnitudes, both are on a steady
downward path, with no sign of slowing down. Interestingly, 5% is the estimate obtained by Alan
Krueger using an entirely different (but similarly ad-hoc) approach in a speech as Chair of the
Council of Economic Advisors (Krueger, 2012). As another simple check, one can explicitly compute
∆C/C when F and G are Pareto distributions. As I illustrate in Appendix D.8, using the measured
decline in the Pareto tail coefficient since 1980, this yields a decline of 5.4%, almost identical to the
45 This includes 9 income observations until 1997, and 5 income observations during the biennial survey years thereafter.
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Figure 5: Annual consumption shortfall due to rising income inequality according to ad-hoc model.

PSID
Piketty-Saez-Zucman
1980

1990

2000

2010

Note. The figure shows simulated shortfalls in aggregate consumption based on an ad-hoc consumption function with
income sensitivity φ = 0.7. As income data, the dashed line uses post-tax income residuals from the PSID, averaged
within households in a ±4 year window; the solid line uses the post-tax income distribution from Piketty et al. (2016).

one in Figure 5.46

4.6

Taking stock

The evidence strongly rejects the linearity of consumption in permanent income. Indeed, the
elasticity φ seems closer to 0.7 than it is to 1. There are many reasons that could be behind this,
which generally fall into one of two categories: heterogeneity in transfers or bequests received and
nonlinearity in Engel curves over consumption at different times.
Two cases where the first category can generate φ’s smaller than one are: a concave social
security system; and if it were the case that poorer agents receive larger private transfers or bequests
so that these households can consume a larger fraction of their measured permanent income. While
the first case follows almost mechanically, and will be a core ingredient in the quantitative model,
the second seems fairly implausible. In fact, it most likely goes the opposite way in the data, as it is
usually richer children that inherit disproportionately larger estates.
Among explanations involving nonlinear Engel curves two of the most prominent are: nonhomotheticities in consumption and bequests; and differential income risks faced by the rich vs. the
poor, or their respective children. Here, non-homotheticities broadly encompass all reasons why
higher-income households have a larger marginal preference for consumption or bequests later in
life. This includes many things poor agents generally cannot afford, for instance, spending on college
education (or gifts) for kids or grandkids, charitable giving, or expensive medical treatments. These
types of expenditures are typically back-loaded and occur late in one’s work life or in retirement.47
46 Interestingly,

even if all the variation in the data were driven by unobserved preference heterogeneity, the impact of
rising income inequality is still very large. See Appendix D.9.
47 Another channel in this category is a dependence of mortality on income which also induces richer households to
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Rising income risk with permanent incomes could also be a powerful force that allows richer agents
to save more. Recent evidence by Guvenen et al. (2016) presents a mixed picture of this issue: on
the one hand, second-moment income risk generally declines with income (except at the very top of
the income distribution), while left-skewness generally increases with income (except at the very
top). Finally, it could also be the case that households save to insure their children against income
risk, as documented in a recent paper by Boar (2017). Since an offspring’s income risk in levels is
likely to scale with his or her income level, this explanation is, for the purposes of this paper, similar
to bequests being treated as luxury goods by parents.
I present evidence for the nonlinearity in Engel curves (the second channel) in Appendix D.6:
there, I show that estimates of the elasticity φ generally increase in age, pointing towards a more
back-loaded consumption pattern; and that transfers to children—mostly to support educational
expenses and home purchases—are very skewed towards high permanent income households and
occur late in life, with more than half of all transfers occurring after the household head turns 70
years (conditional on survival).

5

A Non-Homothetic Life-Cycle Economy

I now investigate the quantitative implications of my empirical results. To do so, I modify the
neutrality framework of Section 2 to allow for several forces pushing for a concave consumption
function in permanent income. I study the steady state implications of the model in this section and
simulate historical transitional dynamics in Section 6.
At the outset of this quantitative investigation it is by no means obvious in what ways the neutrality model of Section 2 should be modified in order to be consistent with the type of consumption
and savings pattern that I documented. Indeed, several forces are discussed in Section 4.6 that could
plausibly push the estimate φ into the direction observed in the data. One way to account for these
forces is to model all of them separately. Yet, that quickly pushes the limits of what is currently
feasible computationally and what can be calibrated independently. I therefore take a more narrow
approach, in which I modify the model in as few ways as possible that still do justice to the kinds
of forces at play. I focus mainly on two: a social safety net that is concave in lifetime incomes and
non-homothetic preferences over consumption and bequests. As I will discuss, especially the latter
is important in generating the significant deviations from the linearity of the consumption function
that I found in the data.48
This section proceeds as follows. In Section 5.1, I introduce the non-homothetic life cycle model,
which then is calibrated in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, I show the calibration results and discuss the
importance of the non-homothetic savings motive. I compare my empirical estimation of φ in the
save more for consumption late in life.
48 It turns out not to matter for the positive predictions of the model whether some part of what is picked up as
non-homothetic preferences here is in reality induced by policies, rather than preferences, such as college tuition subsidies
that decline with income. Both generate the same non-homothetic savings behavior.
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non-homothetic life cycle model with a variety of other precautionary-savings models in Section 5.4.
Throughout this section, I will compare all results from my non-homothetic life cycle model
with an (almost) neutral homothetic model that I introduce below as well. In Appendix E, I provide
details of the model computations used for this section, as well as additional results.

5.1

Model

The quantitative model is a version of the (general equilibrium) life-cycle precautionary-savings
model introduced in Section 3.1, with the following modifications.
Timing. Each period or age corresponds to one year.
Agents. In the model, agents are “born” at the model age k = 1, corresponding to a biological
age of 25 when agents enter the labor market. They have an offspring that enters the labor market at
model age k = 25 (biological age 50). They retire at model age K ret ≡ 40 (biological age 65), and die
with certainty at model age Kdeath ≡ 65 (biological age 90). After retiring, all the way to the certain
death, agents face a positive mortality rate δk from age k to k + 1.49 Their pre-tax income process is
stochastic subject to idiosyncratic productivity shocks and given by
pre

log yt

= θt−t0 + ηt + ψt

where ηt is an AR(1) process with persistence ρ and a standard deviation of its innovation of ση ; and
ψt is iid over time, with standard deviation σψ . Two initial conditions are imposed for agents. First,
I assume that agents start initially with zero assets and a persistent income shock ηt0 drawn from a
normal distribution with variance ση2 .50 Second, I assume agents inherit their parents’ skill with
probability pinherit ∈ [0, 1] and with probability 1 − pinherit are assigned a random skill according to
their population shares.
Government. The government levies income taxes and makes social security payments. In particular, retired agents earn social security payments T socsec (y) which are modeled with a piecewise
linear schedule according to the Old Age and Survivor Insurance component of the Social Security
system (see also Huggett and Ventura (2000) or De Nardi and Yang (2014))
+

+

T socsec (y, W ) = 0.9 min(y, 0.2W ) + 0.32 (min(y, 1.24W ) − 0.2W ) + 0.15 (min(y, 2.47W ) − 1.24W ) .
Here, W is the average labor income, and y is a measure of an individual agent’s lifetime income.
Since keeping track of an agent’s actual lifetime income is computationally costly—it adds an
additional state variable—I predict each agent’s lifetime income based on that agent’s last workingage income.
49 The

assumption of a zero death probability before 65 is made for computational simplicity.
agents accumulate assets as they grow older, one could easily regard this economy as one where agents are
“born” at age 30, rather than at age 25, with a non-trivial initial asset position (that was accumulated over the 5 previous
years).
50 Since
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All agents pay income taxes according to a progressive income tax system. As in Benabou (2000)
and Heathcote et al. (2017), I assume that pre-tax earnings y pre are taxed according to
T inctax (y pre ) = y pre − τ inctax (y pre )1−λ ,

(14)

where τ inctax > 0 is a constant and λ ≥ 0 is a tax progressivity parameter: a larger λ corresponds to
more progressive income taxation. In addition, following Hubbard et al. (1995), even households
with very low incomes receive basic assistance and basic health care. I capture this by a governmentprovided income floor of y. After-tax incomes are then
pre

yt = max{y, yt

pre

− T inctax (yt )}.

Finally, there is a proportional tax τ cap > 0 on capital income. Henceforth, r denotes the after-tax
interest rate, r = (1 − τ cap )r pre .
Preferences. I allow households to have non-homothetic preferences, both over consumption and
bequests, breaking Assumption 1. In particular, I assume preferences over consumption at age k are
given by
uk (c) =

(c/z)1−σk
,
1 − σk

(15)

where σk > 0 is an age-dependent elasticity that is constant and equal to σ during retirement, and
z > 0. Preferences over bequests are given by
U ( a) = κ

(( a + a)/z)1−σ
,
1−σ

where κ > 0 and a > 0. These two assumptions constitute the most important deviations from the
neutrality result of Section 3.4 and therefore merit an extensive discussion. Both assumptions seek
to capture some of the core forces behind the empirical findings in Section 4.
Age-dependent elasticities σk . The key idea behind these preferences is to change income elasticities
of spending across periods. To achieve this in the most straightforward and transparent way, I use
“addilog” preferences that were pioneered by Houthakker (1960) among others. In a static setup,
Houthakker (1960) shows that when the utility function is iso-elastic and additively separable, with
power 1 − σk on good k, the income elasticities ε k are inversely proportional to σk , that is, ε k ∼ σk−1 .
Therefore, goods with low elasticity σk have a high income elasticity, and are most attractive if an
agent has a sufficiently large income. Moreover, in a two-good setting, the income elasticity is equal
to the ratio σk /σk+1 for high incomes (see also Section 2).
I apply this logic to an intertemporal context and assume that σk is lower for higher ages,
capturing the fact that higher income agents seem to spend relatively more in the future, in
accordance with the evidence in Section 4 and Appendix D.6. Moreover, I assume that the ratios
σk /σk+1 are constant until retirement, with a constant that will be determined by the calibration.
These preferences have two additional implications for household behavior, aside from the
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changes in income elasticities they induce. First, the preferences change attitudes towards risk
both over the life cycle and as a function of permanent income, pushing down risk aversion at
higher ages and at higher income or wealth levels. This turns out to be a feature, not a bug: since
homothetic models are well-known to predict increasing curvature in the value function with age,
the non-homothetic model is able to generate curvatures much more in line with the evidence,
e.g. from the age structure in portfolio allocation.51 Second, the preferences imply an elasticity of
intertemporal substitution (EIS) that rises with income or wealth, in line with estimates by Blundell
et al. (1994) who find that the EIS increases in permanent income (see Attanasio and Browning
(1995) for similar findings).
Non-homothetic bequest motive. The second, more standard source of non-homotheticity is in the
form of bequests. Bequest utilities are allowed to have a different intercept than that of consumption.
In particular, when a is relatively large, bequests are treated as a luxury good. Thus richer agents
choose to save in order to leave bequests, while poorer agents do not, or less frequently so. The idea
to incorporate such preferences in a canonical life-cycle economy goes back to the seminal work of
De Nardi (2004).
Finally, analogous to the preference specification in Section 2, I assume there is a normalization
constant z > 0 in both uk (c) and U ( a).
Why do I allow for both sources of non-homothetic consumption-savings behavior, and not
merely focus on non-homotheticity in bequests? As I argue below using simulations, the reason
is that non-homotheticity in bequests by itself cannot quantitatively account for the concavity φ
I document in Section 4, without implying implausibly large bequests. This is because bequests
are estimated to be in the vicinity of 5% of GDP (see Section 5.2 below), limiting their quantitative
role.52
Net foreign assets and net exports. Finally, I allow agents to hold foreign assets. In particular, I
incorporate the net foreign asset position in a way that allows the U.S. to earn a larger return on
its assets compared to its liabilities. In particular, this means that a net foreign asset position of
NFA implies a net income stream that is larger than

r
1+r NFA.

I call the difference “external excess

return”. The balance of payments at the steady state is then given by
0 = ExtExcessReturn + NX +

r
NFA.
1+r

While this part of the model is not crucial for any results, it captures returns to U.S. wealth holdings
more accurately.
51 Ameriks and Zeldes (2004) show that the risky share in one’s portfolio does not decline with age.

Such a decline would
be predicted by a canonical homothetic life-cycle economy, since human capital acts like a bond position and declines
over one’s life. An important paper explaining this fact is Wachter and Yogo (2010), who incorporate intratemporal
addilog preferences over two goods (a necessity and a luxury) into a canonical life-cycle economy.
52 The age pattern I find in Appendix D.6 also suggests that there must be an additional force for non-homotheticity in
the economy, since an economy that only has a non-homothetic bequest motive would generate a permanent income
elasticity φ that declines with age.
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5.2

Calibration

Wherever possible, I calibrate the model to the U.S. economy in 2014. Even though one of my main
experiments will be a comparison with 1970, it is important to calibrate the economy at roughly the
same time during which I estimated the concavity parameter φ.53
Birth death skills. I assume there are S = 3 skills with population shares of µs of 0.90, 0.09, and
0.01, capturing the bottom 90%, the next 9% and the top 1%. This choice is motivated by recent
increases in incomes going to top income groups (Piketty and Saez, 2003), but the results are similar
using different skill groups.54 I calibrate mortality rates {δk } by age to the data from the Center for
Disease Control for 2011.55
Production. The gross capital share α is computed for the U.S. non-financial corporate sector
for 2014. to avoid issues regarding the treatment of mixed incomes.56 This yields α = 36.7%. The
calibration of income shares γs is explained below. Depreciation is set to a value of δ = 0.07 in order
to match the capital-output ratio in 2014 of K/Y = 3.05, using a post-tax interest rate of r = 3% (see
below). I use A to normalize GDP Y to 1. I adjust the normalization when changing the distribution
of income {γs } to focus on the pure redistributional effects without mechanical changes in Y.
Government. Government debt B is set equal to 73% of GDP to match the 2014 ratio of total
federal debt held by the public to GDP, which excludes bond positions held by the social security
trust fund and other government entities (not the Federal Reserve). It is difficult to calibrate estate
taxes, since, as is well known, there exist numerous (legal and illegal) ways in which the estate tax
burden can be reduced. I therefore choose to follow the literature and assume an intermediate value
of τ beq = 0.10 as in De Nardi (2004). I set the income floor y to be 30% of average household labor
income, corresponding to around $10, 000 per adult in 2014 dollars. This is a conservative estimate
following Guvenen et al. (2016). Other choices yield almost identical results. I estimate the income
tax progressivity λ from PSID data on pre-tax and post-tax incomes, produced by NBER’s TAXSIM
program (see details in Appendix D.7). For 2013, this yields λ = 0.159. The average income tax
rate τ inctax is set to match the sum of personal tax receipts, employers’ contributions to government
social insurance as a fraction of total labor income and fraction 0.5(1 − α) of tax income from
production and imports.57 Together this results in an average income tax of τ inctax = 30%. Capital
taxes are set to cover the remaining fraction of total government receipts, giving approximately
53 As

it turns out, however, the concavity parameter φ is quite stable over time. I estimated φ in the 1970 steady state
from which the transitional dynamics in Section 6 begin and found estimates that were around 0.65 − 0.7.
54 While the PSID does cover some very high incomes (the highest pre-tax income in survey year 2013 is over $6m) the
very top shares (top 1%, and especially top 0.1%) are underrepresented. The results here should therefore be understood
conditional on the top 1% being still described by the same relationship between consumption and income as the bottom
99%. A model without the 1% generates similar aggregate predictions but less wealth inequality at the top.
55 To avoid a somewhat larger mass of agents dying right at age 90 compared to other ages, I smooth mortality rates
over the last ten years of the life (this has no effect on the results).
56 In particular, I compute the gross corporate labor share as the compensation of employees divided by the gross value
added net of taxes of the U.S. non-financial corporate sector using data from the BEA’s National Income and Product
Accounts. See also Rognlie (2015) and Barkai (2016).
57 Around 50% of the taxes levied on production and imports is property tax income and is counted towards capital
taxation. The rest is split according to capital and labor income ratios.
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Table 4: Elasticity of per-period utility function u by age.
Age group

25 − 44 years

45 − 64 years

65+ years

Average σ

7.2

3.6

1.6

Note. This table shows the age profile of elasticities σk , averaged within three age groups. The declining age profile in σk
captures the empirical fact that consumption early in one’s life-cycle has a permanent income elasticity below 1, implying
that permanently richer agents save relatively more.

τ cap = 40%. Government spending G is set to be the residual in the government budget constraint.
In the calibration, this gives a value of G/Y = 14%.
Idiosyncratic productivity process. I determine the process for the idiosyncratic productivity
process on the pre-1997 annual sample of working-age PSID households (see Appendix D.4 for
details) by estimating
pre

ŷit = θt−t0 (i) + ŵi + ηit + ψit + νit .
pre

Here, ŷit is the log of pre-tax household labor income; I model the age efficiency profile θk as a
cubic polynomial in age; ŵi is assumed to follow a normal distribution; and νit is measurement error.
Since νit and ψit are indistinguishable, I follow Heathcote et al. (2010) and assume the variance of
νit is equal to σν2 = 0.02.58 This yields the following results. The persistence of ηit is found to be
ρ = 0.90, the variance of the innovation to ηit is equal to 0.026, and the variance of the transitory
shock ψit is given by 0.052. The labor income shares {γs } are calibrated to match the bottom 90%,
the next 9% and top 1% income shares using updated data from Piketty and Saez (2003). The
inheritance probability of parental skill, pinherit , is calibrated to match the slope between between
parental and child income ranks measured in Chetty et al. (2014). This gives pinherit = 0.35.
Preferences. As in the discussion in Section 2.1, I choose a simple parametric form for the age
profile in consumption elasticities, namely a simple exponential decay, σk /σk+1 = σslope > 0, during
one’s working life and flat thereafter.59 In addition to the slope, I pick the median elasticity σ. I
choose a standard parameter, σ = 2.5. I calibrate jointly { β, σslope , κ, a} to match the following
four moments: (1) an (after-tax) real interest rate of r = 3%, which one should understand as
the “total rate of return” in the economy; (2) a bequest flow over GDP of 5%—an intermediate
value between the recent estimate in Alvaredo et al. (2017) of 8% and the estimate of 2% (see, e.g.,
Hendricks (2001)) ; (3) a 30% share of households with bequests below 6.25% of average income
(De Nardi, 2004); (4) an estimate of the permanent income elasticity of consumption that matches
column 5 of Table 2. This last moment is matched using Monte-Carlo simulations from the model
(see Appendix E.1 for details). It is this last set of moments that ultimately determines the life-cycle
non-homotheticity parameter σslope . The parameters are found to be: β = 0.89, σslope = 0.94, κ = 16,
a = 1.6. The parameter z, which is irrelevant in the homothetic case (σslope = 1), is set to 30% of
58 I

also include this measurement error term in any simulated income data below.
experimented with several other parametric choices and, to the extent that σk is downward sloping during one’s
working or entire life with a flexible slope parameter, the qualitative and quantitative results are similar.
59 I
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average household income, or $21, 000 in 2014 dollars, which can be thought of as a “minimum”
level of consumption below which agents barely save.60 Table 4 shows the age-dependence of σk
and average levels of σk for three stages in one’s life cycle.
Interest rate r. I choose a level of r = 3% for the after-tax interest rate (before taxes this corresponds to r pre ≈ 5%), giving rise to a private wealth to GDP ratio of around 4.2, in line with recent
U.S. levels of household net worth over GDP (Piketty and Zucman, 2014).
NFA. The net foreign asset position, relative to GDP, in 2014 is −27.4%. Net exports relative to
GDP are given by −2.9%.
Table 5 summarizes the calibration.
Homothetic benchmark.

In addition to the non-homothetic life-cycle model I described, I also

calibrate a “homothetic version” of this economy. For that, I set σk = σ and a = 0 to eliminate all
forms of non-homothetic savings behavior. I then re-calibrate β and κ to still match a post-tax real
interest rate of 3% and the same total bequest flow relative to GDP of 5%. This gives β = 0.99,
and κ = 1.3. Moreover I assume social security payments to be a linear function of (projected)
lifetime incomes, with a slope of 20% chosen to match the sum of social security expenses in the
non-homothetic economy. This homothetic model is therefore very close to the neutrality benchmark
in Section 3.61

5.3

Calibration results

I explore the calibrated non-homothetic and homothetic models in a number of dimensions.62
Estimating φ in simulated data. I simulate artifical data from the non-homothetic and homothetic
models and estimate the exact same regressions as those designed to test linearity in Section 4 (see
Appendix E.2 for details). Table 6 shows the results, alongside the results I found in Section 4. In
columns 1–2, it is visible that in both the data and the two models, the estimate without income
averaging (T = 0) is significantly attenuated relative to the ones with income averaging, as expected
from the discussion in Section 4.3. Interestingly, the T = 4 estimate for the homothetic model is
already significantly different from the other two, 0.89 compared to 0.64 and 0.71 respectively, but
still significantly below 1.
Three IV specifications for stationary ηit appear in columns 3–5, where—just as in Section 4.3—I
estimate the regressions with quasi-differenced future incomes as instruments, treating ρ as a
60 It

turns out that numerically, z is fairly aligned with β, so different values of z mainly shift the discount factor around
but do not materially affect any other results.
61 It is not exactly neutral since there is imperfect skill persistence and the income tax schedule is progressive, that is,
Assumptions 2 and 3 are violated.
62 Additional calibration results can be found in Appendix E.3. There, I discuss model implications for: risk aversion
over the life cycle; MPCs out of current income; life cycle profiles for consumption, income and wealth; and the joint
distribution of labor income and wealth.
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Table 5: Calibrated parameters of the baseline non-homothetic life cycle model.
Parameter

Description

Value

Origin

Number of permanent types
Population shares by type
Mortality rates by age

3
{0.9, 0.09, 0.01}

see text
see text
CDC, 2011

Capital share

0.37

Labor income shares

{0.65, 0.24, 0.11}

Depreciation
Total factor productivity

0.07
0.66

NIPA, 2014
Piketty and Saez (2003),
updated to 2014
match K/Y = 3.05 (NIPA, 2014)
normalize Y = 1

Government
B/Y
τb
y
λ
τ inctax
τ cap
G/Y

Federal debt held by the public / GDP
Bequest tax
Income floor
Income tax progressivity
Average income tax
Capital tax
Government spending / GDP

0.73
0.10
0.30W
0.16
0.30
0.40
0.14

NIPA, 2014
see text
literature
PSID, 2013
NIPA, see text
NIPA, see text
gov. budget constraint

Productivities
ρ
ση2
σψ2
σν2
pinherit

Income shock persistence
Var. of innovations to persistent shock
Var. of transitory income shocks
Var. of measurement error in incomes
Prob. of intergen. skill transmission

0.90
0.028
0.055
0.02
0.35

PSID
PSID
PSID
literature, see text
Chetty et al (2014)

Scale term in utility function
Discount factor
Ratio of elasticities σk+1 /σk
Weight on bequest motive
Intercept in bequest utility
Elast. of intertemp. substitution, median age

0.30
0.89
0.94
16.06
1.62
2.5

30% of average income
match interest rate r = 0.03
match φ = 0.699
match bequests / GDP = 0.05
30% share with beq. ≤ 6.25% avg. income
literature

NFA/Y

Net foreign asset position over GDP

−0.27

NX/Y

Net exports over GDP

−0.029

Birth, death, skills
S
{µs }
{δk }
Production
α

{ γs }
δ
A

Preferences
z
β
σslope
κ
a
σ
Other
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2011 US NFA,
Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007)
US. net exports (NIPA 2014)

Table 6: Estimating φ in simulated data from the non-homothetic lifecycle model.
OLS

Data
Non-homothetic
Homothetic

IV

T=0

T=4

ρ = 0.89

ρ = 0.9

ρ = 0.91

initial income

0.40
0.53
0.68

0.64
0.71
0.89

0.69
0.69
0.98

0.70
0.70
0.99

0.72
0.71
1.01

0.73
0.72
1.00

Note. This table compares regressions testing the linearity of consumption in permanent labor income in the data and in two models: A non-homothetic and a homothetic
life-cycle model. The first two columns are results from an OLS regression of log consumption on log income residuals, averaged across T observations. Columns 3–5 are IV
results with quasi-differenced future incomes as instruments; Column 6 shows IV results
with initial incomes as instruments.
Figure 6: Lorenz curve for wealth.
1

wealth share

0.75

0.5

0.25

0
0

data

0.25

0.5
population share

non-homothetic model

0.75

1

homothetic model

Note. The Lorenz curve shows how much wealth the bottom x percent of the population hold, where x varies along the
horizontal axis. The closer the plot is to the 45° line, the more equal the distribution is. The more this plot is pushed
towards the bottom right corner, the more unequal the distribution is. The data on wealth inequality is from Saez and
Zucman (2016).

parameter chosen by the econometrician. The columns show a relatively good match between the
regression results in the non-homothetic economy and the data. This is partly by construction:
I calibrated the non-homothetic model to match the data estimate at the assumed persistence
ρ = 0.90. The results in the homothetic economy are very close to 1. This is reassuring and a
confirmation that the assumptions in Section 4.3 are indeed reasonable in the context of a life-cycle
precautionary savings model. The result with the initial income IV specification (Column 6) is
similar: as explained in Section 4.3, there is an upward bias in the estimated elasticity φ, which is
visible in both models. The non-homothetic model’s estimate is relatively close to the data, while
the distance to the homothetic model is considerable.
Wealth inequality. The fact that richer people save relatively more naturally generates more
wealth inequality than would occur in a neutral economy. But how much more? Figure 6 shows the
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Table 7: Top wealth shares.
Share of wealth in top
0.1%

1%

5%

10%

20%

50%

Data (Saez-Zucman, 2016)

20.5%

38.6%

60.6%

73.0%

86.4%

100.1%

Non-homothetic model

10.1%

38.8%

67.8%

78.1%

87.0%

97.3%

Homothetic model

2.5%

11.8%

26.0%

37.5%

55.0%

87.0%

Note. This table shows the plot in Figure 6 in numbers.

Lorenz curve for wealth or, in other words, what fraction of wealth the bottom x percent share of the
population holds, where x is anywhere between 0% and 100%. As is visible, the non-homotheticity
generates a significant amount of wealth inequality that matches that in the data quite successfully
overall, despite wealth inequality not having been a calibration target. Table 7 confirms this but
highlights that the mechanism does not seem to capture the very top. This is partly due to the fact
that there is no top 0.1% skill group in the model, but may also reflect the need for other forces to
explain tail inequality, such as entrepreneurship and more generally return heterogeneity, as in the
models of Quadrini (2000), Cagetti and De Nardi (2006), and Benhabib et al. (2015, 2017), among
others.
Consumption profiles. To illustrate the non-homotheticity, Figure 7 plots expenditure shares over
the life cycle. The shares are constructed as the fraction of present value of consumption at a given
age k, (1 + r )−k ck,s , in the total present value of income. For simplicity, Figure 7 shows the shares
relative to the shares of the bottom 90% skill group. This forcefully illustrates the non-homotheticity.
While in the homothetic model (Panel (b)), agents of all skills choose the exact same expenditure
shares (i.e. all skill groups are on the same linear Engel curve), this is not the case in the nonhomothetic model (Panel (a)): there, agents with higher permanent incomes choose to shift their
present-value consumption profiles considerably more towards higher ages.

5.4

Comparison with alternative models

I showed in Table 6 that the non-homothetic model matches the empirical evidence in Section 4
relatively successfully, especially when compared to the homothetic benchmark economy. Yet, one
may still wonder how other economies fare under the same test. For example, what happens if
the persistent shocks are more persistent than an AR(1) with ρ = 0.90, as was assumed in the two
models of the previous section? What if there is partial insurance against income shocks? What if
agents are subject to shocks to their discount factors—a common model ingredient that is generally
used to increase wealth concentration (Krusell and Smith, 1997; Hubmer et al., 2016)? What if the
income process is entirely different, e.g. one with kurtosis, inspired by those of Guvenen et al.
(2016), or one with an extremely productive state, as in Castaneda et al. (2003) and Kindermann and
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Figure 7: Expenditure shares (of present value income) by skill group.
(a) Non-homothetic model.

(b) Homothetic model.

non-homothetic

homothetic

3%

3%

0%

0%

−3 %
25

50

−3 %
25

75

50

age

bottom 90%

75
age

next 9%

top 1%

Note. This graph shows age profiles of expenditure shares for each skill group in two models. The expenditure shares are
computed as fractions of present value of income. The graph is normalized by subtracting the expenditure shares of the
bottom 90% skill group. The plot illustrates that early consumption has a lower permanent income elasticity than late
consumption in the non-homothetic model. See Appendix E.3.7 for regular current value consumption profiles.

Krueger (2017)?
This subsection answers these questions by comparing the main IV specifications—the AR(1)
IV with quasi-differencing (ρ = 0.90) and the initial income IV—across a wide variety of other
precautionary savings models. To this end, I computed a number of extensions to the homothetic
benchmark economy which are designed to capture certain additional model features. All of these
alternative models are calibrated to match the same post-tax steady state interest rate of r = 3%,
and their model parameters are set to standard values—wherever possible, to the same parameter
values that are used in the non-homothetic model. I then simulated data from these models and
estimated the same specifications as in the data. Details on the estimation on model-simulated data
can be found in Appendix E.2, and details on the model extensions are in Appendix E.4.
Table 8 shows the results. The first three rows in that table are the data, the non-homothetic
economy and the homothetic economy. The alternative models considered in Table 8 split into three
blocks, starting with models with alternative preference or transfer assumptions, then models with
income processes that do not satisfy the assumptions of the econometric model in Section 4.3, and a
few other models. The columns represent the various specifications: the first column shows the
true φ parameter in the model, which, reassuringly, exactly coincides with the AR(1) IV as long as
that is the income process being used. If the true φ is equal to 1, the model is exactly neutral, as
in Section 3.4. The second and third columns show the two IV specifications. I added two more
specifications that have been considered by the literature and that are discussed below.
Alternative preferences or transfers. The first model in group 2 is an entirely neutral economy, with
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Table 8: Comparison across models.
true φ

IV, ρ = 0.9

IV, ini

BPP

Ret. wealth slope

1. Data and main models
Data
Non-homothetic
Homothetic

0.70
0.99

0.70
0.70
0.99

0.73
0.72
1.00

0.36
0.38

0.18
0.18

2. Alternative preferences or transfers
Homothetic w/out bequests
Homothetic w/ social security
Homothetic u but luxury bequests

1.00
0.95
0.95

1.00
0.95
0.95

1.02
0.96
0.96

0.36
0.33
0.33

0.24
0.20
0.20

3. Alternative income process
AR(1) with ρ = 0.95
Permanent-transitory
Heavy-tailed
Extreme productivity state
Heterogeneous income profiles

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.93
0.92
0.90
0.91
1.10

1.01
1.01
1.00
1.00
1.03

0.52
0.65
0.38
0.55
0.26

0.24
0.24
0.20
0.06
0.24

4. Other
Partial insurance
Random discount factors

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

1.04
1.12

0.25
0.37

0.24
0.30

Note. This table compares the two main IV tests of the linearity of consumption in permanent
income, across a wide range of models. It estimates the regressions on Monte-Carlo simulated data.
The models are recalibrated to match the same equilibrium interest rate. See text and Appendix E.4
for details.

φ = 1.00 and serves as the framework for further extensions. The second model in group 2 extends
this model by including the concave actual social security schedule T socsec . One can see that the
AR(1) IV estimate of φ shrinks somewhat, although only by around 0.05. The third model in group
2 is a model with a luxury bequest motive only (i.e. σk = const), where κ, b are calibrated as before
to match the total bequest flow in the economy and a 30% share of bequests below 6.25% of average
income (see De Nardi (2004)). Again, while this helps to push down the stationary IV estimate of φ,
it does so modestly, by around 0.05.63 The initial income IV estimates are similar.
Alternative income processes. Group 3 in Table 8 considers alternative income processes. The
first model considers an AR(1) persistent component ηit with persistence ρ = 0.95 the innovation
variance ση2 of which is calibrated to match the same overall income dispersion as the benchmark
economies with ρ = 0.90. The second and third models consider permanent-transitory income
shocks and heavy-tailed income shocks. For the former, I use the parameters in Kaplan and Violante
(2010), and for the latter I adapt the income process in Guvenen et al. (2016). Both push down the
stationary IV estimate, but not below 0.90. The initial income IV in those models is consistently
63 This

is not to say this motive is not important, however. Indeed, it generates significant improvements in matching
wealth inequality. However, it appears to do so mostly by slowing old-age dissaving, rather than creating savings rate
dispersion among the younger or middle-aged agents.
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above 1. The fourth model is a simple adaption of the “extreme productivity state” income process
of Kindermann and Krueger (2017) (see Castaneda et al. (2003) for the seminal work in this regard).
The AR(1) IV estimate is somewhat lower. Finally, the last model in this group considers the role of
heterogeneity in income profiles in a homothetic economy, calibrated to match a life-cycle increase
within-cohort log income dispersion of 0.2. This tends to push up the AR(1) IV estimates, but leaves
the initial income IV unchanged. It shall be noted, however, that some models with heterogeneous
income profiles include a learning component (Guvenen, 2007; Guvenen and Smith, 2014), which
may push these estimates down somewhat.
Partial insurance economy. The first model in group 4 is a partial insurance economy, where an
η

η

innovation eit to ηit is mitigated by a transfer −θeit (Guvenen and Smith, 2014). In line with my
reasoning in Section 4.4, the AR(1) IV estimate is equal to 1. In addition, even the OLS specification
with T = 4 barely changes compared to the homothetic benchmark economy. This underscores
that the issue of partial insurance against income shocks is largely separate from the concavity in
consumption as a function of permanent income.
Discount factor shocks. In the last model in Table 8, I simulate an economy with discount factor
shocks. In particular, I adapt the parametrization of these shocks from Hubmer et al. (2016). While
this technique is extremely useful in matching wealth inequality, it is not well-suited to match the
estimated concavity in the consumption function. Indeed, the IV estimate is at 0.99, very close to
1. Why is this? While there are very persistent savers in this economy, the discount factor shocks
are assumed to be entirely independent of one’s income or consumption choices. This is where my
model departs: by modeling non-homotheticity in consumption decisions, this essentially induces
an “effective” discount factor that depends positively on consumption. Thus, non-homotheticity
positively aligns income and savings decisions a lot more than a random-β environment would.
BPP regressions. For all models, I also compute the partial insurance coefficients with respect to
persistent shocks as in Blundell et al. (2008), henceforth BPP. One can see that they are generally
relatively low, indicating a substantial amount of self-insurance with respect to permanent shocks.
Interestingly, introducing a non-homothetic savings motive leaves the BPP coefficient almost
identical, despite changing the permanent income elasticity parameter φ.
Retirement wealth slope. In an effort to inform the relationship between savings and permanent
income, some authors have pointed towards the lifetime income-slope of the ratio of retirement
wealth and lifetime income (see e.g. Gustman and Steinmeier (1999) and Venti and Wise (2000)).
Putting aside any general issues with wealth-based savings statistics one may have,64 the last
column computes these slopes in the models. Interestingly, in all models the slope is positive,
around 0.15 − 0.25 (in units of average income), even in entirely neutral models. One reason for this
is that agents that receive positive income shocks late in the life cycle will not just earn relatively
more due to high life cycle productivity, but also save more out of the additional income increase.
This generates a positive correlation between lifetime incomes and savings when entering retirement.
64 The

presence of capital gains, receipt of bequests, or heterogeneity in returns on wealth makes them relatively
unattractive from the perspective of the consumption approach of this paper
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Interestingly, the non-homothetic economy does not generate an outstandingly large slope here,
in fact, the slope is similar to the other economies, suggesting that this slope parameter, while
intrinsically interesting by itself, may not be well-suited to inform the linearity of consumption as a
function of permanent income.

6

The Non-Neutral Effects of Rising Permanent Income Inequality

The previous section demonstrates the ability of the non-homothetic model to capture the empirical
degree of concavity of consumption as a function of permanent income. This section explores the
quantitative implications of rising permanent income inequality in the non-homothetic economy, in
two steps: first, in Section 6.1, I keep the interest rate fixed and compute the partial equilibrium
implications of a rise in permanent income inequality that mirrors what the U.S. has experienced
since 1970. I do this mainly by comparing the 1970 and 2014 steady states with each other. In
Section 6.2, I compute the general equilibrium transitional dynamics induced by the shift in the
distribution of permanent income.

6.1

Comparing steady states in partial equilibrium

To operationalize this partial equilibrium experiment, I fix interest rates at their 2014 level but
assume the distribution of labor income shares {γs } matches the 1970 income distribution (Piketty
and Saez, 2003).65 Then, I assume from one day to the next that labor income shares {γs } jump
back to their 2014 levels. I focus on two outcomes in this subsection: the immediate shortfall in
consumption—to allow for a comparison with the ad-hoc exercise in Section 4.5—as well as the
long-run accumulation of wealth that is implied by the new steady state with greater inequality. I
compare the results with the response in the homothetic economy (which is almost neutral in the
long-run).
Short-run effect on consumption. I calculate the percentage decrease in aggregate consumption after
the unanticipated shift in income inequality. In the ad-hoc exercise in Section 4.5, the consumption
response was around −4%. Panel (a) of Figure 8 shows these results. In the non-homothetic model,
initial consumption drops by around −2.5% in total, somewhat below the ad-hoc estimate. In the
homothetic model, the number is also negative, around −0.1%, since as discussed in Section 3, the
homothetic model is not neutral in the short-run.
Long-run effect on savings. After the economy settled to the new steady state with higher income
inequality, the non-homothetic economy has accumulated a whopping 130% of GDP in additional
wealth, whereas the homothetic economy has not accumulated any extra wealth. As rough order of
magnitude: the U.S. net foreign asset position declined by 18% of GDP since the end of the Asian
65 As

in Section 4.5, I assume for simplicity that all changes to the income distribution are driven by permanent income
changes, in line with the evidence in Sabelhaus and Song (2010) and Guvenen et al. (2014, 2017).
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Figure 8: The partial equilibrium effects of a rising income inequality.
(a) Short-run drop in aggregate consumption.
0%

Non-homothetic Homothetic

(b) Long-run rise in aggregate savings.

Ad-hoc

of GDP
200 %

−2.5 %

100 %

−5 %

0%

Non-homothetic Homothetic

Savings glut

Note. Panel (a) shows the simulated short-run drop in consumption in the non-homothetic and homothetic economies
after income inequality permanently and unexpectedly shifts from 1970 to 2014 levels. Panel (b) shows the simulated
long-run (steady-state) rise in accumulated wealth after such an experiment in both economies. Both panels are in partial
equilibrium, with a fixed interest rate. “Savings glut” refers to the increase in savings by foreigners in U.S. assets since
1999.

crisis in 1999. This reflects greater savings by foreigners in U.S. assets and is sometimes referred to
as evidence of a “global savings glut”. Remarkably, the savings-glut driven increase in aggregate
savings pales in comparison with the effects of rising income inequality.66
Why is the long run so much larger than the short run in the non-homothetic economy? To
understand this, notice that the consumption adjustment in Panel (a) of Figure 8 is very persistent:
permanently richer agents have greater savings rates, so an increase in their incomes snowballs into
a large pile of additional savings.

6.2

General equilibrium transitional dynamics

The partial equilibrium experiment already suggests that the rise in permanent income inequality
may have had a sizable effect on the U.S. aggregate economy. In particular, it raises two questions:
how large are the effects in general equilibrium? And how long does it take for the effects to show?
This section answers these questions by considering the general equilibrium (GE) transitional
dynamics.
This exercise requires to overcome significant computational challenges, however. The state
space S of the non-homothetic economy studied so far has 1.3 million idiosyncratic states; in
addition to that, it is not only the interest rate that is endogenous along the transition path, but also
the entire distribution of bequests—which matters in an economy where bequests are not received
at birth, but rather in mid-life. I deal with these challenges by reducing the state space of the model
to 400k states, and by improving existing algorithms along a number of dimensions. I discuss
these improvements in Appendices E and F and formally define a non-stationary equilibrium in
66 The

observed decline in the U.S. net foreign asset position is a general equilibrium outcome. Still, through the lens of
this model, this is the right comparison: since I assume the NFA is interest inelastic in this model, any PE decline in the
NFA is exactly equal to the eventual GE decline. Therefore, the 18% of GDP can be regarded as a PE decline in the NFA.
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Figure 9: The evolution of labor income shares {γs }.
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Note. The two figures show the two exogenous inputs into the transitional dynamics exercise: the top 10% labor income
share and the top 1% labor income share, both from Piketty and Saez (2003).

Appendix E.
To simulate the transitional dynamics, I initiate the model in a steady state with the 1970 income
distribution, and then feed in an exogenous path for labor income shares {γs,t }, that matches the
actual one (see Figure 9). I assume that the values for γs,t remain constant after 2014, and that agents
have perfect foresight over the entire path. Finally, I assume that all agents hold all assets in equal
proportions to their wealth.67
The transitional dynamics exercise in this section is designed to speak directly to the origins
behind three important recent macroeconomic trends: (a) the decline in real interest rates since the
1980s (Laubach and Williams, 2003, 2015); (b) the rising private wealth to GDP ratios (Piketty and
Zucman, 2015); (c) the large and rapid increase in U.S. wealth inequality (Saez and Zucman, 2016).
Figure 10 depicts the model-implied transitional dynamics for these three outcomes. First, the
real interest rate declines by around 1% through 2017, explaining approximately one third of the
decline in the U.S. natural rate since the 1980s. Interestingly, despite the absence of any further increases in income inequality, the model predicts the interest rate will continue to decline, eventually
falling by another 1%. The reason for this result is intuitive: in the model, the generation entering
the labor market today is the first to experience the highest level of permanent income inequality for
their entire working lives. In particular, this means the most able or skilled workers—one may think
of recent computer science graduates—entering today will amass much larger fortunes over their
lifetimes than previous generations. This effect causes a large and predictable decline in interest
rates going forward.
67 While assets are interchangeable in this economy, they are subject to different valuation changes upon realization of a
shock, such as rising income inequality.
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Figure 10: Transitional dynamics from rising permanent income inequality.
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Note. The figures show the response of a non-homothetic and a homothetic economy to an increase in permanent income
inequality. The responses are expressed relative to 1970. The bottom plots also show the evolution wealth inequality in
the data from Saez and Zucman (2016) (right vertical axis, with same scale).

Second, the endogenous interest rate response limits the rise in aggregate wealth to around
30% of GDP through 2017 (again roughly one third of the rise in the data), with an eventual total
increase of 55%. Here, the increase in wealth is accommodated by an increase in the quantity of
capital since the model works with a standard neoclassical supply side. In a robustness exercise, I
simulated the transitional dynamics for a Lucas-tree economy with a fixed capital stock K, in which
any increase in wealth is necessarily accommodated by the price of capital. The resulting increase
in aggregate wealth was even stronger in this case, around 50% of GDP through 2017.
Finally, the model explains almost the entire size and speed of the increase in the top 10% wealth
share and around half of the increase in the top 1% wealth share. In sum, the model suggests that
rising permanent labor income inequality alone can already account for a significant share of these
three macroeconomic trends.
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7

Conclusion

The ultimate goal of this paper is to study the implications of rising inequality in permanent income
for macroeconomic aggregates, as well as for the wealth distribution. Motivated by a “neutral”
model in which the distribution of permanent income is irrelevant, I propose new ways to test the
proportionality of consumption and permanent income in the data, finding an elasticity of φ ≈ 0.7.
I show that a quantitative model that incorporates non-homotheticities in life-cycle spending can
match this estimate, while standard models cannot. This has important consequences: the recent
rise in permanent income inequality has pushed interest rates down and generated a rise in wealth
inequality almost as rapid as that in the data.
There are several avenues related to this project that are well worth exploring in future research.
First, in the quantitative model of Section 5, non-homothetic preferences drive almost the entire
observed concave relationship between consumption and permanent income. This allowed me to
conduct counterfactual analyses with the right overall level of concavity, but avoided the question
of which forces at a microeconomic level account for how much of the observed concavity. Knowing
the sources of concavity, however, is important, especially when the likely consequences of targeted
policies are to be informed by the model.
Second, the interaction between technology and income inequality deserves further study. In
particular, by way of lowering equilibrium interest rates, income inequality can indirectly induce
investment into new technologies such as automation. This, in turn, may change the labor income
distribution and the capital share going forward. Such a feedback loop could make shocks to income
inequality very persistent, or even permanent, in terms of convergence to a new steady state with
high income and wealth inequality and low interest rates.
Finally, the non-homothetic savings behavior studied in this paper has implications beyond
income inequality, for instance for connection between private debt and aggregate debt. In a
canonical, homothetic, infinite horizon economy, higher levels of private debt, e.g. induced by
more relaxed borrowing constraints, do not affect steady state aggregate demand: while higher
debt entails larger debt payments, forcing borrowers to cut back on consumption, savers perfectly
balance this shortfall. This is because both borrowers and savers react to such a permanent transfer
in the same way. In contrast, in a non-homothetic economy, savers do not perfectly balance the
shortfall. Private debt overhang therefore weighs negatively on aggregate demand. As long as
interest rates are not against the zero lower bound, this necessitates a reduction in interest rates,
which stimulates more private debt. In Straub (2017) I explore this nexus of private debt, aggregate
demand and interest rates.
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Figure 11: The importance of rising permanent income inequality.
(a) Inequality among 50-55 year old men.

(b) Rise of initial inequality.
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Note. Panel (a) shows the evolution income inequality at the peak of the life cycle, for 50-55 year old men. Panel (b)
decomposes this trend into inequality that is already present for 30-35 year old men, and a residual. The former is
inequality in initial incomes, while the latter can be regarded as changes to the life-cycle increase in income inequality.
The two measures of inequality plotted here are the standard deviation as well as the log( P90/P10) ratio, which is
divided by 2 to make it roughly comparable to the standard deviation. The initial year is the first for which all measures
are available in the data of Guvenen et al. (2017).

Appendix
A

The importance of permanent income inequality

In a recent paper, Guvenen et al. (2017) investigate the dynamics of inequality in lifetime incomes,
and inequality by age and cohort. In particular, they show that most of the increase in income
inequality is due to rising inequality in initial incomes. Together with other evidence that rising
inequality was not due to transitory shocks (Kopczuk et al., 2010; Sabelhaus and Song, 2010), this
points to a rise in permanent income inequality, or—which turns out to be quite similar—a rise in
the initial variance of the persistent component of income.
In this section, I use their data on male earnings from the Continuous Work History Subsample
of the U.S. Social Security Administration’s Master Earnings File.68 Figure 11 shows two measures
of income inequality, the standard deviation and the log( P90/P10) ratio. It decomposes the rise
in income inequality at the life-cycle earnings peak (50-55 year olds), which is shown in Panel (a),
into two pieces, which are shown in Panel (b): inequality that was already present for 30-35 year
olds (blue), and a residual (red). The figure illustrates that until the 1990s, both types of inequality
increased, even though initial inequality increased more rapidly. Since the 1990s, however, initial
68 I thank Fatih Guvenen for posting data on inequality statistics by age and cohort online at https://fguvenendotcom.
files.wordpress.com/2017/03/gksw2017_figuredata_v1.xlsx.
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inequality seemed to have accounted for more than the observed rise in inequality at ages 50-55.
While this evidence will almost surely not be the last word on the importance of permanent
income inequality, it does suggest, however, that permanent factors were an important driver of
income inequality in recent decades, worthy of a thorough investigation.

B

Calibration of the simple model

Calibration. To generate the plots, I calibrate the equality steady state of the two models (homothetic
and non-homothetic) as follows. As mentioned in Section 2, the share of rich agents is given by
µ = 1%. The capital share is taken to be α = 0.33, the interest rate r = 0.05, and depreciation
δ = 0.06, giving a capital stock of K = 3. The curvature of the per-period utility function is σ = 1.5,
which is also equal to Σ in the homothetic economy. In the non-homothetic economy, Σ = 0.7σ,
foreshadowing my empirical results, and the scaling parameter z is chosen so that the economy
is in equilibrium. This procedure implies β = 7.2 and z = 3.2. (Notice that β has the role of what
usually is β/(1 − β), which explains why it is so large.)
Figure 1. Combining the Euler equation (4) with the budget constraint (2), the consumption
policy function c( a + w) can be found by solving the implicit equation
c/z + R−1 ( βR)1/Σ (c/z)σ/Σ = ( a + w)/z.
The savings schedule after 20 years, a20 (w), starting at the perfect equality steady state where
per head assets are equal to K, can be found by iterating the asset policy function a( a + w) =
R( a + w − c( a + w)). The steady state savings schedule a∞ (w) can be found as the solution to the
Euler equation, after replacing c by its steady state value of c = (1 − R−1 ) a + w,
a = z ( βR)

1/Σ



(1 − R −1 ) a + w
z

σ/Σ
.

(16)

Figure 2. At the equality steady state, per-head wealth levels of poor and rich are equal,
ar

= a p ≡ a = RK. Total PE consumption after a shift in income inequality is then given by
C (γ) = µc( a + γW/µ) + (1 − µ)c( a + (1 − γ)W/(1 − µ)), where γ ∈ [µ, 1]. Aggregate wealth after
20 years is constructed as the sum of both types’ asset positions after 20 years, which in turn are
obtained by iterating the asset policy function given a distribution of wages.
Figure 3. In general equilibrium, the interest rate R is endogenously determined, as the value of
total assets in the economy, R−1 A, must equal the capital stock K. K is determined by
α

Y
= R − 1 + δ.
K

This equation and (16) jointly describe steady state assets A and the steady state interest rate R. In
principle, this system can have multiple solutions, but in this calibration, there is a unique solution.
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The calculation of the other quantities in Figure 3 is standard.

C

Omitted proofs

C.1

Proof of Lemma 1

The key idea behind the proof of this result is that the dynamic programming problem (5) is separate
for each skill s, by Assumption 3. Take two skills s, s0 . I will argue by contradiction that if the scaling
properties in Lemma 1 do not hold for s and s0 , one can construct an alternative wealth distribution
µ̃, contradicting Assumption 4.
Assume that the scaling property of the bequest distribution χ in Lemma 1 does not hold, that
is, there exist two skills s, s0 , an age k0 , and a measurable set A0 ⊂ R+ so that


µs
ws0
0
χ(s, k0 , A0 ) 6=
× χ s , k 0 , A0
.
µ s0
ws
Fix s, s0 and define a new bequest distribution χ̃ that is equal to χ for all skills except s0 , where we
define



µ s0
ws
χ̃(s , k, A) ≡
χ s, k, A
µs
ws0
0

for any age k and measurable set A ⊂ R+ . Similarly, define the anticipated bequest distribution υ̃
that corresponds to bequest distribution χ̃ as in (6). Notice that for any measurable set A ⊂ R+ it
holds that
0



0

υ̃(A, ϕ |s , k, ϕ) = υ̃

ws
A, ϕ0 s, k, ϕ
ws0


(17)

due to Assumption 3, according to which either the skill transition matrix is the identity, P = I, or
there are no bequests.
Next, consider the dynamic programming problem (5) with anticipated bequest distribution υ̃.
Denote the corresponding value function by Ṽ. It must be that

Ṽk,s0 ( a, z, ϕ) =

ws0
ws

 1− σ


Ṽk,s

ws
a, z, ϕ
ws0


(18)

for the following reasons: if Ṽ were not the (unique) solution to the convex programming problem
(5), one could easily use (18) to construct a second solution. Ṽ solves (5) due to Assumptions 1 and 2,
the fact that the agent starts with zero assets, and equation (17). Building on (18), it is immediate
that the unique policy functions satisfy
w0
c̃k,s0 ( a, z, ϕ) = s c̃k,s
ws
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ws
a
, z, ϕ
ws0



and

w0
ãk,s0 ( a, z, ϕ) = s ãk,s
ws




ws
a
, z, ϕ .
ws0

Finally, constructing µ̃ as in (7) given υ̃ and ã yields


µ s0
ws
µ̃(s , k, A, z, ϕ) =
× µ s, k, A , z, ϕ .
µs
ws0
0

This proves that, if the scaling property for the bequest distribution χ does not hold, one can
construct a (different) wealth distribution µ̃ which satisfies (a) and (g) of Definition 1, for the same
interest rate r and the same skill prices {ws }. This contradicts Assumption 4. Therefore, the scaling
property must hold for χ. Following the same steps as above, however, also establishes similar
scaling properties of χ, υ, V, a, c and µ. This concludes our proof of Lemma 1.

C.2

MPCs in the neutral economy

Define the MPC out of current income of an agent in state (s, k, a, z, ϕ) ∈ S as
MPCk,s ( a, z, ϕ) ≡

∂
c ( a, z, ϕ).
∂a k,s

As it turns out, the distribution of MPCs is the same across skill groups.
Corollary 1 (MPCs in a neutral economy). Under Assumptions 1–4, for any state (s, k, a, z, ϕ) ∈ S it
holds that


MPCk,s ( a, z, ϕ) = MPC

k,s0


ws0
a, z, ϕ .
ws

(19)

In particular, the distribution of MPCs is the same within all skill groups.
Proof. Equation (19) is a direct consequence of the definition of MPCs and Lemma 1,
MPCk,s ( a, z, ϕ) =

∂
c ( a, z, ϕ)
∂a k,s
ws ws0 ∂
=
c 0
ws0 ws ∂a k,s



w0
a s , z, ϕ
ws





= MPCk,s0


ws0
a, z, ϕ .
ws

To prove the claim on the distribution of MPCs, define first the following conditional distribution
µ(k, a, z, ϕ|s) ≡

1
µ(s, k, a, z, ϕ).
µs

Notice that by Lemma 1,



ws0
0
µ(k, A, z, ϕ|s) = µ k, A
, z, ϕ|s .
ws

(20)

The claim is that the distribution of the random variable (k, a, z, ϕ) 7→ MPCk,s ( a, z, ϕ) under probability distribution µ(k, a, z, ϕ|s) is the same for each skill s ∈ S . This immediately follows from the
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combination of (19) and (20).
The result in Corollary 1 is interesting because it documents that without conditioning on
cash-on-hand a, the distribution of MPCs is unaffected by permanent income. Aside from potential
endogeneity issues, this is at odds with the evidence in Jappelli and Pistaferri (2006, 2014), which
documents that MPCs tend to decline in education.

C.3

Proof of Proposition 1

From Lemma 1 it follows that
log ck,s ( aws , z, ϕ) − log ws = log ck,s0 ( aws0 , z, ϕ) − log ws0 .

(21)

Define the conditional distribution given age k and skill s as
µ(A, z, ϕ|s, k ) ≡

µ (s, k, A, z, ϕ)
.
µ(s, k, R+ , Z , {0, 1})

As direct consequence of the scaling property of µ,
µ(ws A, z, ϕ|s, k ) = µ(ws0 A, z, ϕ|s0 , k ).

(22)

Using that notation, define
constk ≡

Z

(log ck,s ( aws , z, ϕ) − log ws ) dµ(·|s, k)

which is well-defined by (22). By definition of constk , one can then write
log ck,s ( aws , z, ϕ) = constk + log ws + e(k, a, z, ϕ).
Translating the behavior into the associated stochastic process, one can then write
log cit = constk(i,t) + log ws(i) + eit
where by construction of e(k, a, z, ϕ), eit has zero mean conditional on age k and skill s.
Equation (9) follows by definition of income as
pre

log yk,s (z) = log Θk (z) + log ws
where again log Θk (z) can be further decomposed into an average and a mean zero term. This gives
(9).
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C.4

Proof of Proposition 2

Using (21), one can decompose

log ck,s ( a, z, ϕ) = log ws + C


a
k, , z, ϕ .
ws

(23)

By the law of total variance, the variance of the left hand side under probability measure µ can be
computed as
h
i
h
i
Varµ [log ck,s ( a, z, ϕ)] = Eµ Varµ(·|s) [log ck,s ( a, z, ϕ)] + Varµ Eµ(·|s) [log ck,s ( a, z, ϕ)] .


The first term does not involve s since the distribution of C k, was , z, ϕ under µ(·|s) is the same for
all s. Define
h
i
const ≡ Eµ Varµ(·|s) [log ck,s ( a, z, ϕ)] .
For the same reason, one can write
Eµ(·|s) [log ck,s ( a, z, ϕ)] = log ws + const0
with some other constant const0 . Together,
Varµ [log ck,s ( a, z, ϕ)] = const + Varµ [log ws ] .
A similar argument shows the result for log wealth (cash on hand), concluding our proof of
Proposition 2.

C.5

Proof of Proposition 3

Denote by C ({ws }) aggregate consumption as function of skill prices {ws }. Using the law of iterated
expectations, one can express C as
h

i

C ({ws }) = Eµ Eµ(·|s) ck,s ( a, z, ϕ) .
With decomposition (23), this becomes


C ({ws }) = Eµ ws Eµ(·|s) exp C



a
k, , z, ϕ
ws





where again Eµ(·|s) exp C k, was , z, ϕ ≡ κC , which is independent of ws . Therefore,
C ({ws }) = κC ∑ µs ws
s
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Table 9: More robustness checks.
OLS with T = 9

IV with ρ = 0.90

IV with initial income

1. Baseline

0.64
(0.03)

0.70
(0.04)

0.73
(0.05)

2. Incl. household heads > 65 years

0.68
(0.03)

0.71
(0.04)

0.73
(0.04)

3. Controlling for liquid assets

0.63
(0.03)

0.74
(0.05)

0.70
(0.05)

4. Households with original sample heads

0.61
(0.04)

0.66
(0.07)

0.76
(0.06)

Note. This table lists OLS and IV estimates for 5 different specifications. Row 1 shows the baseline specifications. Row 2 shows results for households with heads of all ages. Row 3 controls for a cubic in liquid
assets relative to income. Row 4 runs the baseline OLS and IV specifications on the subsample with only the
households headed by original PSID sample heads. All specifications control for year, age, household size and
location dummies. All IV specifications have first stage F statistics above 10. Standard errors are corrected for
heteroskedasticity and clustered by household.

and similarly for total assets as function of skill prices A({ws }), and total bequests Abeq ≡

R
(s,k,b)

bdχ.

To show that a change in labor income shares {γs } leaves all aggregate quantities unchanged,
notice that
µ s w s = ( 1 − α ) γs Y
and so C = κC (1 − α)Y and A = κ A (1 − α)Y.
These derivations show that neither goods market clearing, nor asset market clearing, nor the
government budget constraint are affected by a change in labor income shares {γs }. Therefore,
there exists an equilibrium where also the aggregate interest rate and the aggregate capital stock
stay the same.

D

Additional empirical results

D.1

Additional robustness exercises

This section provides additional OLS and IV specifications at the household level, as well as a
set of group-level specifications and specifications that use the imputed consumption measure by
Blundell et al. (2008).
Additional household-level specifications. All results are shown in Table 9. As comparison, the first
row contains the baseline estimates from Table 3. The second row shows the baseline specification,
only on the larger sample of households whose head is between 30 and 80 years old, rather than
between 30 and 65 years old.69 The results are similar as in the baseline case. The third row adds a
69 Since

labor income is ill-defined for most households above 65, I use total household income, including income from
capital for this regression.
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Table 10: Group-level specifications.
log group consumption
(1)
OLS

(2)
IV

0.642
(0.04)

0.720
(0.05)

Year FE

Yes

Yes

Age FE

Yes

Yes

Observations
R-squared

256
0.73

104
0.79

log group income

Note. This Table lists OLS and IV specifications
at the group level. Groups are constructed using
the interaction of 5-year birth cohorts and education dummies. Column 1 shows simple OLS estimates of log group consumption on log group
income residuals. Column 2 shows IV estimates
using future income as instrument. Standard errors are corrected for heteroskedasticity.

cubic in the ratio of liquid assets to income as controls to Xit . I measure liquid assets as the sum
of a household’s wealth in cash and stocks, net of credit card, medical, legal and other debts as
well as net of loans from relatives. The estimates are somewhat larger but insignificantly different.
The fourth row re-estimates the two baseline specifications on the subsample of households whose
heads are original PSID sample heads, rather households headed by heads that joined the PSID by
way of marriage. Hryshko and Manovskii (2017) argue that these groups of households differ in
terms of their income shocks. The results here show that they do not differ significantly in terms of
the concavity of their consumption function.
Group-level specifications. In Table 10, I show estimates for a number of group-level specifications.
Following the seminal work of Attanasio and Davis (1996), I define groups as the interaction of
5-year birth cohorts and education groups of household heads (no high school, high school, less
than four years of college, four years of college). For columns 1–2, I use a group-averaged version
of (11). Specifically, let { Ig } be a set of mutually exclusive groups of households and define for
each group their average log consumption, c gt ≡ | Ig |−1 ∑i∈ Ig ĉit , and their average income residuals,
y gt ≡ | Ig |−1 ∑i∈ Ig ŷit . I estimate
c gt = X0gt β + φy gt + egt .

(24)

The IV approach in column 2 uses 2-year ahead group income y gt+1 as instrument for y gt . The
results are close to the ones found in the household-level approaches in Section 4.
Imputed consumption measure by Blundell et al. (2008). In an important paper, Blundell et al. (2008)
estimate a demand equation for food consumption expenditure in data from the CEX and use it to
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Table 11: OLS and IV estimates using the imputed consumption data from Blundell et al. (2008).
OLS

IV

(1)
T=1

(2)
T=9

(3)
ρ = 0.88

(4)
ρ = 0.89

(5)
ρ = 0.9

(6)
ρ = 0.91

(7)
ρ = 0.92

(8)
ini.

0.555
(0.06)

0.645
(0.03)

0.569
(0.06)

0.566
(0.06)

0.562
(0.06)

0.557
(0.07)

0.551
(0.07)

0.784
(0.13)

Year FE, Age FE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hh.size FE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Location FE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Observations
1st stage F
R-squared

703

2050

0.38

0.60

8072
39.0
0.76

8072
33.6
0.76

8072
28.5
0.76

8072
23.7
0.76

8072
19.4
0.76

13244
77.6
0.79

log Income

Note. This Table lists OLS and IV estimates when using the imputed consumption measure from
Blundell et al. (2008). Columns 1 and 2 show OLS estimates for the case of no income averaging (T = 1)
and averaging over T = 9 income observations. Columns 3-7 show the estimates from IV specifications
with various assumed income shock persistences ρ. Column 8 shows estimates with age 25 income as
instrument. Standard errors are clustered by household and corrected for heteroskedasticity.

impute various measures of consumption expenditure for the PSID from 1980 to 1992.70 Among
the measures of consumption expenditure imputed is total consumption expenditure, which I will
be using below. The results and conclusions are very similar with the other measures the authors
impute, namely a measure of nondurable consumption expenditure and measures that include the
service flow of durables rather than the expenditure.
This consumption data is especially helpful in the context of this paper, for at least three reasons:
first, the data is from an entirely different source, namely the CEX, not the PSID, which I have been
using for my analysis. Second, similar to the comprehensive post-2005 consumption measure in the
PSID, the imputed consumption data includes total expenditure across all categories. And third,
the imputed data is from an entirely different time—from 1980 to 1992—whereas my analysis had
to be restricted to the time after 1999 due to data limitations.
In Table 11 I reestimate my main OLS and IV specifications. First, while the estimates are
somewhat more noisy, it is reassuring that they all lie around 0.7, thus confirming my previous
results. In fact, the estimates in columns 1-7 of Table 11 are generally around 0.05 − 0.15 lower
than their counterparts using the PSID consumption data after 1999 (Tables 1 and 2). The upper
bound estimate using the initial income IV is around 0.05 larger than its post-1999 counterpart and
considerably noisier.
70 I

thank the authors for making their data available online.
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D.2

Robustness to non-classical measurement error

In a recent paper, Aguiar and Bils (2015) argue that there is non-classical measurement error in the
interview survey of the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX), in the sense that richer respondents
are more likely to underreport their spending. Aguiar and Bils (2015) show that this matters for the
measurement of consumption inequality. In this paper, the estimate for φ can be affected by such
measurement error whenever high-income households underreport their spending relatively more
compared to low-income households, and relatively more compared to their income. To test this
concern, I propose an estimation strategy similar to the one proposed in Aguiar and Bils (2015).
Denote by cigt the observed expenditure of household i on good g at time t, and by cit its total
∗ and c∗ the true expenditures. As before,
observed expenditure across all goods. Denote by cigt
it

assume that true total expenditures are governed by
log cit∗ = φ log wi + Xit β + eit .
In addition, I follow Aguiar and Bils (2015) in assuming: that true good-level expenditures can be
represented by a log-linear demand system,71
∗
log cigt
= γg log cit∗ + X̃it β̃ g + eigt ,

where time fixed effects are part of X̃it ; and that measurement error at the level of goods, log cigt −
∗ , is orthogonal to true total expenditures log c∗ . In other words, when high-income houselog cigt
it

holds underreport their spending, they do so proportionally across categories. In the following, fix
some good g0 (it is irrelevant which good).
Under these three assumptions, one obtains that
log cigt − log cig0 t
= φ log wi + Xit β + X̃it β̆ g + ĕigt
γ g − γ g0




with β̆ g = β g − β g0 / γg − γg0 and ĕigt = eigt − eig0 t / γg − γg0 . To implement this regression, I use the estimated expenditure elasticities in Aguiar and Bils (2015, Table 2, column I) for the
following categories which are (more or less) comparable across the CEX and the PSID: housing,
food at home, transportation (incl. other tranportation), utilities, health expenditures, food away
from home, education, child care. As controls X̃it , I use time dummies, 5-year age brackets and
household size dummies. The results are in row 9 of Table 3.

D.3

Imputation procedure for the comprehensive consumption measure

I use the following approach to impute the comprehensive consumption measure to years before
survey year 2005 (calendar year 2004). Denote by cit household i’s total consumption in year t
71 This

is not possible globally, see the discussion in Aguiar and Bils (2015).
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according to the reduced 70% measure, and by cit household i’s consumption according to the
comprehensive post-2005 measure. Label by k = 1, . . . , 6 the six new consumption categories
introduced in 2005, and by citk household i’s consumption in those categories. Thus, for all years
t ≥ 2005,
6

cit = cit +

∑ citk .

k =1

I impute the value of citk for every k separately. In particular, for a given k, I model citk as
log citk = Pt η k + γk log cit + Xit βk + eitk
where Xit includes a variety of household controls, such as a cubic polynomial in age, and dummies
for 5-year cohort bracket, household size, race, and sex; Pt is a vector of log prices, one for each
consumption category (including those already in cit ). To avoid measurement error in log cit ,
I instrument log cit using future consumption log cit+2 . Having estimated ηtk , γk , βk I compute
predictions c̃itk for each household i, consumption category k and time t < 2005. The imputed
comprehensive measure of consumption expenditure is then

c + ∑6 c̃k
it
k=1 it
c̃it ≡
c
it

D.4

t < 2005
t ≥ 2005

.

Estimation of the income process

In this section, I explain the estimation strategy I use to estimate the income process used in this
paper. Throughout, I measure “income” as pre-tax labor income, as measured in the PSID. As
sample, I use all years in the PSID from survey year 1981, the first year without significant income
top-coding, to survey year 1997, which is the last year for which there is annual income information.
I include all households between ages 30 and 55, to avoid issues due to early retirement, and exclude
households with pre-tax labor income below 25% of any given year’s average pre-tax labor income
(for the survey year 2013, this threshold amounts to a household income of approximately $15k).
To avoid small sample bias, the sample is restricted to households for whom there are at least 15
not necessarily consecutive years of income information. This leaves me with a sample of 2,817
households.
Estimating the income process. Consider the following standard model for log incomes log yit ,
log yit = f (Xit , β) + αi + ηit + ψit + νit ,
where f (Xit , β) are set of controls, αi are income fixed effects, ηit is an AR(1) process whose persistence is ρη and whose innovations have variance ση2 , ψit is a transitory income shock with variance
σψ2 , and νit is a measurement error term with variance σν2 . I take the controls f (Xit , β) to be a cubic
polynomial in age, dummies for household size, and year dummies. Measurement error cannot be
68

Table 12: Estimated AR(1) + iid process.
ρ
0.904
(0.064)

σα2

ση2

σψ2

0.131

0.026

0.052

(0.017)

(0.011)

(0.015)

Note. This table shows the estimated parameters of a process for log income residuals. The process consists of a permanent
component, an AR(1) component and a transitory shock. Standard errors are block-bootstrapped with 500 iterations and
clustered at the household level.

distinguished from the transitory income shock. I follow Heathcote et al. (2010) and assume that
σν2 = 0.02. This leaves me with four parameters to estimate: σα2 , ρη , ση2 , and σψ2 .
I employ a stationary minimum distance estimation (MDE) procedure that is standard by now
and was first developed in Chamberlain (1984).72 First in the procedure, I residualize incomes by
partialing out the demographic and life-cycle controls f (Xit , β). Denote the income residual for
individual i at age k by ŷik , where the lowest age is normalized to k = 1, so that the maximum age
is K = 26. The autocovariances of ŷik are then given by
Cov(ŷik , ŷik+s ) = σα2 + ση2

k −1

∑



ρ2j + 1{s>0} σψ2 + σν2 ,

j =0

for any s ≥ 0. As mentioned before, σν2 is set exogenously. I use 15 time periods for estimation, so s
ranges between 0 and 14. Implicit in this formulation is the assumption that the initial variance of
the persistent income process is also given by ση2 . Denote the right hand side by gk,k+s (σα2 , ρ, ση , σψ2 ),
and symmetrically set gk+s,k . Define the empirical covariance matrix of income by
Gk,k0 =

1
ŷ ŷ 0 ,
|Ik,k+s | i∈I∑ i,k i,k

k, k0 ∈ {1, . . . , K }.

k,k+s

The MDE estimator minimizes the distance between g and G. To implement it, stack all K (K + 1)/2
unique values of Gk,k0 − gk,k0 into a vector, denoted by G(σα2 , ρ, ση , σψ2 ). The minimum distance
estimates of (σα2 , ρ, ση , σψ2 ) are then the solution to
min G(σα2 , ρ, ση , σψ2 )0 WG(σα2 , ρ, ση , σψ2 )

σα2 ,ρ,ση ,σψ2

where W is a weighting matrix. I use an identity weighting matrix, which was shown to be less
prone to small sample bias by the simulations in Altonji and Segal (1996). This procedure yields
consistent and asymptotically normal estimates for (σα2 , ρ, ση , σψ2 ), whose asymptotic standard errors
I compute using a block-bootstrap with 500 iterations that is clustered at the household level.
Table 12 shows the results.
72 See

Meghir and Pistaferri (2010) for a recent survey over the literature.
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Alternative way to estimate the persistence. The most relevant parameter in this estimation is the
persistence ρ. In the same stationary setup as the one used above, one can identify ρ directly as
follows. Define ms ≡ E[ŷik ŷik+s ] where the expectation includes k, and s > 0. Then, for any s > 0,
log(ms+1 − ms ) = const + s log ρ.

(25)

I used this simple linear relationship to confirm that in a variety of other settings and samples, the
persistence parameter ρ estimated this way lies around 0.90 or below.
Needless to say, there is an active debate about the “right” income process. The simple estimation
strategy in (25) can be viewed as being focused entirely on estimating the ρ that best matches the
relative magnitudes of the moments ms . As is well-known, and as I point out in Section D.6, an
estimated ρ around 0.90 fails to generate the almost linear shape of the income dispersion over the
life-cycle.

D.5

Scatter plots for the IV specifications

To show that there is also no particular source of nonlinearity that drives the two IV results, this
section shows the non-parametric results for the AR(1) IV specification (ρ = 0.9), as well as the
initial income IV specification.
p

To this end, I estimate a set of predicted permanent incomes ŵit by projecting current income
residuals ŷit on the controls Xit in the consumption equation as well as the set of instruments
used—{zi,t+τ }τ >1 for the AR(1) IV and zi for the initial income IV.73 I then run a non-parametric
regression of log consumption ĉit on controls Xit and dummies for 20 bins of the predicted permap

nent incomes ŵit . The results for the two IV specifications are shown in Figure 12. No obvious
nonlinearity or outliers drive the result.

D.6

Evidence on the mechanism

One may wonder what happens with the additionally saved funds of permanently richer households. This section provides evidence for two channels: future consumption and intergenerational
transfers to children. As I explain in Section 4.6, however, there are several other plausible channels.
Future consumption. To investigate whether permanent-income richer households increase their
future consumption relatively more than permanently poorer households, I re-run the IV estimation
in Section 4.3 by 5-year age groups. Since the initial income IV specification does not require any
future labor incomes, one can re-estimate it for every 5-year age group from 30 to 65 years. The
orange triangles in Figure 13(a) shows the results. There is a significant increase in the elasticity,
with later ages consuming relatively more.
73 See

the definitions in Section 4.3.
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Figure 12: Non-parametric estimates for the IV second stages.

(a) AR(1) IV with ρ = 0.9.

(b) Initial income IV.
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Note. This figure shows the results of a regression of log consumption on controls and predicted permanent income bins,
which are constructed using a first-stage regression of income on controls and the instrument(s). Panel (a) does this for
the AR(1) IV with persistence parameter ρ = 0.9 and panel (b) does this for the initial income IV.

Figure 13: Evidence on the mechanism: Why do rich people save more?
(a) Future consumption: φ̂ IV by age.

(b) Transfers to children, by type and age. (USD)
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Note. Panel (a) shows the estimated permanent income elasticity of consumption using the initial income instrument, by
5-year age groups (blue squares, with grey error bars). In black are the estimates from the quantitative model of Section 5.
Panel (b) shows transfers to children, averaged by age, for three types of transfers.
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Intergenerational transfers. In 2013, the PSID surveyed households about the size and type of
intergenerational transfers they received from their parents, or made to their children. Using log
total transfers made as left-hand-side variable instead of ĉit in the initial income IV regressions
one finds that transfers (those made during one’s work-life) have a permanent income elasticity of
around 1.8 and therefore are a key reason why permanently richer agents save. At what ages are
transfers given, and what are they used for? Figure 13(b) shows the average annual transfer given
by age, and for three types of transfers: school-related transfers, such as college tuition payments,
house purchase related transfers, and other types of transfers. It is clearly visible that the transfers
are sizable and happen late in life (and therefore need to be saved towards).
Comparison with the model. The blue circles in Panel (a) show the results when replicating the
initial IV regressions by 5-year age bins on simulated data from the quantitative non-homothetic
model of Section 5. It can be seen that in the model, the regressions predict a greater slope in age
than what seems to be in the data. Part of that could be explained by the presence of other expenses
(such as the ones in Panel (b)), which are not part of consumption expenditure in the data, but are
treated as such by the model.

D.7

Estimation of the income tax progressivity

My life cycle model in Section 5 requires an estimate of tax progressivity. To this end, I follow
Benabou (2000) and Heathcote et al. (2017) and assume in a given year t, total post-tax incomes are
a power function of pre-tax incomes,
y posttax = τtinctax y pretax

 1− λ t

(26)

where τtinctax is a constant and λt ∈ [0, 1] is the tax progressivity parameter (see (14)). Clearly, the
closer λt is to 1, the more extremely high incomes are taxed. On its face, the power function seems
like an arbitrary assumption, yet as shown in Figure 14 the fit is remarkable (see also Heathcote et al.
(2017)): Figure 14 is a binned scatter plot for the year 2011, plotting log y posttax , as computed using
NBER’s TAXSIM program, against log y pretax in 20 bins. The sample as in Section 4.1, only that I
restrict it to households whose head is less than 65 years old (i.e. working age). I further exclude
households with very low pre-tax household incomes, namely less than 50% of the average pre-tax
income in that year.74
As part of their data preparation, Heathcote et al. (2017) adjust pre-tax earnings by adding
employers’ shares (50%) of social security and medicare taxes. To be consistent with their adjustment,
I scale log y pretax equivalently in all years so that my estimate for λ over the same survey years
2001–2007 as theirs yields the same estimate of λ = 0.181. In the model of Section 5 I use the
estimated elasticity for 2013, which is λ = 0.16.
74 Both

in the data and in my model in Section 5, there are other support mechanisms that are active for lower incomes
and distort the power law (26) upwards, pushing y posttax above the predicted value from the power law.
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Figure 14: Estimating income tax progressivities.
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Note. The figure shows a binned scatter plot with 20 bins of log total post-tax household incomes against total log total
pre-tax household incomes for PSID households with a working-age head in 2011. Household incomes below 50% of the
average income have been excluded. The blue line is the linear fit, the red line is the 45° line.

D.8

Analytical example for the economic significance of the concavity

To illustrate the economic significance of the estimated income elasticity of consumption, φ = 0.7,
I derive a simple example for the case where the income distribution follows an exact Pareto
distribution. Denote by F (y) the cdf and by f (y) the pdf of a Pareto distribution with tail parameter
ξ > 0 and lower bound y > 0. Since the mean of the income distribution is kept constant under
comparative statics, aggregate consumption is given by
C=

Z ∞
y

f (y)(y/y)φ dy.

Using that f (y) = ξy−ξ −1 yξ this can be shown to yield

C=

ξ −1
ξ

φ

ξ
.
ξ−φ

(27)

As I explain in Section D.10 below, I estimate Pareto tails using post-tax income data from Piketty et
al. (2016) and the PSID. For example, for the data from Piketty et al. (2016), I find a decline in the
Pareto tail parameter from ξ ≈ 2.17 in 1980 to ξ ≈ 1.66 at the end of the sample period. This yields
a percentage decline in C of ∆C/C ≈ 5.4%, very much in line with Figure 5.

D.9

Ad-hoc model with pure preference heterogeneity

In this section, I consider the extreme case where the entire variation in Section 4 is driven by
unobserved preference heterogeneity. I argue—using the ad-hoc model of Section 4.5—that even
in this case, under plausible assumptions, the effects of rising income inequality are significant.
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Figure 15: The ad-hoc model with pure preference heterogeneity.
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Note. This figure is the analog of Figure 5 for the case of an ad-hoc linear consumption function with
preference heterogeneity. As income data, the dashed line uses post-tax income residuals, averaged
within households in a ±4 year window; the solid line uses the post-tax income distribution from
Piketty et al. (2016).

Preference heterogeneity is therefore no guarantee for neutrality.
Thus, suppose the empirical relationship between consumption and permanent income is
entirely driven by unobserved preference heterogeneity and not by a concave consumption function
in permanent income. In particular, each agent i has a consumption function Ci (y) = k i y with
idiosyncratic shifter k i > 0. So, higher i agents not only have larger incomes but are also more
patient, that is, k i is declining in i. To generate the empirical relationship between Ci (yi ) and yi , one
φ −1

would need k i = kyi

for some common k > 0. Using the same notation for cdfs F and G as before,

the change in consumption is now given by
∆C
=
C

R∞
0


G −1 ( F (y)) · y−1 − 1 C(y) f (y)dy
R∞
.
C(y) f (y)dy
0

How large is this quantitatively? Figure 15 illustrates this for the same two income datasets that
were used in Section 4.5.75 It is evident that the assumption of pure preference heterogeneity does
not necessitate zero effects from changes in the income distribution. In fact, as Figure 15 illustrates,
the effects may be even larger.

D.10

Construction of Figures 5 and 15

Figures 5 and 15 show ∆C/C for the concave permanent consumption function case and the pure
preference heterogeneity case. ∆C/C is computed by computing a measure of consumption C for
each year that holds aggregate income constant. Then, ∆C/C is just the percentage change of the
consumption measure in any given year relative to 1980.
75 For

details on the calculation of ∆C/C see Appendix D.10.
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Figure 5. Denote the cdf of the income distribution in a given year by F (y), and it’s mean by y.
As before, suppose F admits a Lebesgue measurable density f (y). The formula for C is then given
by
C=

Z ∞

f (y)(y/y)φ dy.

0

Since I use data on income shares to compute C, I now explain how to rewrite this expression
entirely in terms of top income shares
s ( q ) ≡ y −1

Z ∞
F (q)

f (y)ydy

(28)

which is a number in [0, 1] for each quantile q ∈ [0, 1]. I call it “top income share” because it is the
income share of all individuals in the top 1 − q of the population, or equivalently, one minus the
Lorenz curve for income. From its definition (28) it follows that s0 (q) = −y−1 F −1 (q) and thus C can
be expressed as
C=

Z 1

(−s0 (q))φ dq.

0

For a distribution with Pareto tail with tail parameter ξ and lower bound y, F (y) = 1 − (y/y)−ξ for
large y, and
s(q) =

 1− ξ

1 ξ
ξ y
yξ y(1 − q)−1/ξ
(1 − q)(ξ −1)/ξ
=
yξ −1
ξ −1y

for q close to 1. Notice that y is only equal to

ξ
ξ −1 y

(29)

if F is an exact Pareto.

In the data, I only observe s(q) on an equally spaced grid with spacing ∆q = 0.01. Denote the
grid points by qi for i = 0, . . . , 100. I approximate C by numerically approximating the integral until
a cutoff quantile q I , I ∈ {0, . . . , 100} and approximating the tail after q I by a Pareto distribution,
such that

I −1 

C≈

∑

i =0

s ( q i ) − s ( q i +1 )
∆q

φ

 φ
y
(1 − q I )1−φ/ξ
∆q +
,
y
1 − φ/ξ

where the second term is the Pareto tail integral. I set I = 90, but the result is very robust to other
reasonable choices of I. I estimate ξ and y/y by regressing log s(qi ) on log(1 − qi ) for i = I, I +


1, . . . , 100, which according to (29) recovers (ξ − 1)/ξ as slope parameter and log ξ/(ξ − 1)y/y
as intercept.
Figure 15. In the case with pure preference heterogeneity, the expression for C depends both
on the income distribution of the year for which C is being calculated and the income distribution
that was present at the time φ was being measured. I denote by F (y) the income distribution at
the time of measurement of φ and by G (y) the income distribution in the year for which C is being
calculated. As before, I observe the top income shares s F (q) and sG (q) for both distributions, I
measure their respective Pareto tail coefficients ξ F , ξ G and ratios y /y F , y /yG as outlined above,
F

and I pick a threshold quantile q I .
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G

In this case, C can be written as
C=

Z 1
0

−s0F (q)

 φ −1

(−s0G (q))dq

which is approximately
I −1 

C≈

∑

i =0

s F ( q i ) − s F ( q i +1 )
∆q

 φ −1

(sG (qi ) − sG (qi+1 )) +


y

F

 φ −1  y 

yF

G

yG

(1 − q I )1+(1−φ)/ξ F −1/ξ G
.
1 + (1 − φ)/ξ F − 1/ξ G

I choose I = 90 as before and assume the year where φ was measured in the data is the midpoint of
the sample in which I measured it, which is 2007. This concludes the construction of Figure 15.

E

Computational Appendix

In this section I explain the methods that were used to simulate the models in Section 5. I start
by laying out the definition and computation of the steady state of the non-homothetic model in
Section E.1. Then, Section E.2 provides details on the regression analyses on model-simulated data
that are shown in Table 6. In Section E.3, I discuss a number of additional model implications.
Finally, Section E.4 goes over the details of the alternative models mentioned in Table 8.

E.1

Simulation of the model of Section 5.1

I first set up the household maximization problem, then I explain how I solve it. Here, I allow for
non-stationary environments so as to nest the transitional dynamics exercise of Section 6.
E.1.1

Household maximization

Given parameters and given an interest rate path {rt }, a household solves the following dynamic
programming problem,
Vk,s,t ( a, z, ϕ) = max uk (c) + β(1 − δk )Ez,ϕ Vk+1,s,t+1 ( a0 + b0 , z0 , ϕ0 ) + βδk U ( a0 )
{c,a0 }

c+

1
a0 ≤ a + yk,s,t (z)
1 + rt

(b0 , ϕ0 ) ∼ υt (·|s, k, ϕ)
a0 ≥ 0.
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(30)

Here, Vk,s,t ( a, z, ϕ) is the agent’s value function at time t, ws,t is the agent’s skill price at time t,
υt (·|s, k, ϕ) is the endogenous distribution of bequests at time t, b0 is the random bequest which is
received at the parent’s death, and the agent’s post-tax, post-transfer income is given by
n
o
yk,s,t (z) = max y, Θk (z)ws,t − Ttinctax (Θk (z)ws,t )
before retirement, k ≤ Kret , and by
n


o

yk,s,t (z) = max y, T socsec ys,t (z), Wt − Ttinctax T socsec (ys,t (z), Wt )
after retirement; ys,t (z) is the predicted average pre-tax income, conditional on ending up in state z
when moving into retirement,
ys,t (z) =

1
Kret

Kret

∑ E [Θk (zk )ws,t |zK

ret

= z] .

k =1

Government. The government levies a time-dependent nonlinear income tax schedule,
Ttinctax (y pre ) = y pre − τtinctax (y pre )1−λt ,
where, given a path for tax progressivity {λt }, {τtinctax } is chosen to yield the same aggregate tax
income in each period.
Production. The production function is allowed to be time-dependent,
Yt = F (t, Kt , { Ls }s∈S ) = AKtα ∏ ( Ls /µs )(1−α)γs,t ,
s

where I normalized the skill endowments by group to 1 since in Ls is inelastically supplied at µs . I
assume that the representative firm maximizes profits subject to adjustment costs ζ (·),


1
Jt (K− ) = max d +
Jt+1 (K )
1 + rt
d,K,I


(31)

d = Ft (K− , { Ls }) − ∑ ws,t Ls − ( I + ζ ( I/K− − δ)K− )
s

K = K− − δK− + I
The skill prices are given by
ws,t = ∂F (t, Kt , { Ls })/∂Ls = (1 − α)γs,t Yt
and the average wage is given by Wt = ∑s µs ws,t .
Adjustment costs. I choose a standard quadratic adjustment cost function ζ ( x ) =
instance in Auclert and Rognlie (2017).
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1 x2
4δ 2

as for

External excess returns. As explained above, there can be non-trivial external excess returns in the
model, which need to be included in total wealth held by domestic agents. I define this recursively
as
Jtext = ExtExcessReturnt +

1
J valuation ,
1 + r t t +1

where excess returns follow from the balance of payments
0 = ExtExcessReturnt + NX +
E.1.2

rt
NFA.
1 + rt

Definition of equilibrium

Definition 2. A competitive equilibrium consists of a path of aggregate quantities {Yt , Kt , It }, paths
of distributions {µt } of agents and {χt } of bequests, both defined over the state space S, paths
for policy functions {ck,s,t ( a, z, ϕ), ak,s,t ( a, z, ϕ)}, paths of prices {rt , ws,t } such that: (a) each agent
solves the optimization problem (30) given {rt , ws,t }, where the conditional bequest distribution
υt (·|s, k, ϕ) is given by
υt (B, ϕ0 |s, k, ϕ) =


1

{0,1} ( B,

ϕ0 )

if ϕ = 1

0
0
k +k born )1{0,0} ( B, ϕ ) + ∑s0 Pss0 χt ( s , k + k born , B )

 (1 − δ

,

if ϕ = 0

(b) the representative firm sets {Kt , It } to solve the profit-maximization problem (31) given {rt , ws,t },
(c) the government sets government spending Gt according to its budget constraint
Gt =

Z

Ttinctax (Θk (zk )ws )dµt (s, k, a, z, ϕ) + τ b

Gt =

Z
(s,k,a,z,ϕ)

Tk (Θk (zk )ws,t )dµt + τ b

Z

bdυt (s, k, b) − rt B,

Z
(s,k,a,z,ϕ)

bdχt − rt B

(d) the goods market clears,
Yt = It +

Z

ck,s,t ( a, z, ϕ)dµt + NX,

(e) all markets for efficiency units of each skill clear, Ls = µs , (f) the asset market clears,
At ≡

Z

a dµt = (1 + rt ) B + Jt (Kt ) + Jtext + NFA,

(g) the bequest distribution is consistent with the distribution over states, χt (s, k, A, z, ϕ) = δk µt (s, k, A, z, ϕ),
where A ⊂ R+ measurable, and (h) aggregate flows and bequests are consistent
0

µt+1 (s, k + 1, A, z , ϕ̃) =

∑
ϕ

Z

Z
(b0 ,ϕ0 ) s.t. ϕ0 = ϕ̃ (s,k,a,z,ϕ) s.t. ak,s,t ( a,z,ϕ)+b0 ∈A
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Πzz0 dµt dυt (·|s, k, ϕ).

E.1.3

Computing the household’s optimal decisions

I use a version of the method of endogenous grid points, modified to allow for the receipt of
bequests. Since this method is fairly standard, I do not explain the basics and instead refer the
interested reader to background materials by Carroll (2005).
At age T, the household solves a simple maximization problem between consumption and
bequests, which I solve to find the consumption policy cKdeath ,s,T ( a, z, ϕ). I then iterate backwards
using the Euler equation and the method of endogenous grid points,
ĉk,s,t ( a0 , z, ϕ)−σ = β(1 + rt ) ∑ Πzz0
z0

Z
(b0 ,ϕ0 )


(1 − δk )ck+1,s,t+1 ( a + b0 , z, ϕ0 )−σ + δk U 0 ( a0 ) dυt (b0 , ϕ0 |s, k, ϕ)

where the new policy function is then computed by inverting the budget constraint,
ck,s,t ( a0 , z, ϕ) +

1
a0 = a + yk,s,t (z)
1 + rt

to obtain the asset policy function a0 = ak,s,t ( a, z, ϕ), and the consumption policy function
ck,s,t ( a, z, ϕ) = a + yk,s,t (z) −

1
a ( a, z, ϕ).
1 + rt k,s,t

After solving for the consumption and savings policy functions at all ages and times, I iterate forward
the savings policy functions to compute the sequence of distributions across all idiosyncratic states

{µt (s, k, a, z, ϕ)}. Finally, I compute the endogenous bequest distributions {υt (b0 , ϕ0 |s, k, ϕ)}t . I
iterate over this entire process until the endogenous bequest distributions have converged.
In this type of framework with stochastic bequests, a key time factor in the simulation is the
convolution of a given bequest distribution with a given asset distribution. To ease this issue, I
implemented my own non-uniform fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm that, different from
conventional FFT algorithms still allows me to work on non-uniform grids, as long as those grids
are piecewise uniform. This modification sped up the steady state computation considerably.
E.1.4

Solving for the general equilibrium steady state

In my steady state analysis, I implement this method with 151 asset states. I discretized the
persistent part of the income process using the Rouwenhorst (1995) method on 11 states,76 and
the transitory shock on 3 states. In additional to 65 age states, 3 skill groups, and a number of
inheritance states to keep track whether a household has made an inheritance already, this leaves me
with 8712 idiosyncratic states, and ≈ 1.3 million asset–idiosyncratic state pairs. My implementation
of the above algorithm allows me to solve the economy given a bequest distribution (and given
an interest rate r) in approximately 20 seconds. It takes 60 seconds to iterate until the bequest
76 The

Tauchen (1986) method is generally less precise than the Rouwenhorst (1995) method for persistent income
processes (Kopecky and Suen, 2010).
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distribution converges (tolerance 10−6 ). All times are measured on a 2009 MacBook Pro. The code
was implemented in Matlab and C.
To solve for the general equilibrium steady state in this economy, I compute the household’s
maximization problem, and aggregate the agents’ wealth levels to get total asset demand Ademand .
The total asset supply Asupply in the economy splits into four parts: the net foreign asset position
NFA, government bonds B, financial wealth in equities v = ( FK K − δK )/r, and financial wealth in
claims on external excess returns. I use Matlab’s fzero command to solve for the equilibrium interest
rate r that equalizes Ademand and Asupply .

E.2

Estimation of regressions on model-simulated data

In Table 6 I show regressions that were performed on simulated data from the model. To implement
those regressions, I closely follow my empirical analyses in Section 4. I construct the same measure
of post-tax labor income,

pre

posttax
yit

=

pre
yit

y
pre
− it T inctax (yit ),
yit

that is, I subtract from pre-tax labor income the share of taxes accounted for by labor income, rather
than transfers y. In practice, y pre = y for almost all agents, except when an agent’s income is below
the minimum income threshold, below which the agents receives income transfers. The sample of
agents I focus on is the same as in the data, namely agents between ages 30 and 65. The data I use to
run specifications is a panel of 75,000 agents whose income draws are determined by Monte-Carlo
simulations and whose behavior is given by the consumption policy functions implied by the
model.77 After simulating the data, all income observations are multiplied by the measurement
error term exp{νit }, and then residualized by partialing out age effects.
I implement the following specifications:
OLS specifications. Average income residuals are computed as symmetric averages of T observations, spaced out over 2T − 1 years to mimic the biennial nature of the PSID sample I use.
AR(1) IV specifications. As in Section 4, I use quasi-differenced future incomes as instruments,
and I include all observations with at least three such instruments. Again, I pretend the panel was
biennial, as is the relevant subsample of the PSID that I use.
Initial income IV specification. The initial income IV specification is constructed using initial
income at age 25 as instrument. For comparability for the previous two specifications, I also restrict
the consumption data to be between years 30 and 57 (as I do in the data).
In addition to those three specifications, I also run additional specifications for comparison
across models in Table 8.
BPP specification. I replicate a (simplified) version of the approach in Blundell et al. (2008),
henceforth BPP, as follows. Conditional on simulated data on log labor income residuals ŷit and log
77 I

also experimented with many iterations of smaller samples to ensure there are no small sample biases.
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consumption residuals ĉit (both after partialing out age dummies), BPP estimate the specification78
ŷit = ηit + ψit
η

ηit = ηit−1 + eit
ψ

ψ

ψit = eit + θeit−1
∆ĉit = φ BPP eit + χeit + ξ it .
η

ψ

ψ

η

Here, {eit , eit , ξ it } are iid shocks, mutually independent of each other. In words, BPP assume a
permanent-transitory income process, with the transitory component being modeled as MA(1)
η

process, and evaluate how much of the permanent income innovation eit is “passed through” to
consumption; this is captured by the coefficient φ BPP ; and how much of the transitory shock ψit
is passed through; this is captured by χ. Here, I focus only on φ BPP . Following the reasoning in
BPP’s Appendix C and extending the logic to a MA(1) process for transitory income shocks, φ BPP
is identified in the above model as the IV estimate of a regression of ∆ĉit on ∆ŷit , using ŷit+2 − ŷit−3
as instrument.
Retirement wealth slope. Finally, I implement a specification based on retirement wealth that has
been used to test for savings non-homotheticity before, see e.g. Gustman and Steinmeier (1999);
Venti and Wise (2000). To this end, I measure each agent’s asset position at retirement aret
i , and
compute each agent’s (annualized) lifetime earnings,
yiPV =

Kret

∑ R−k yik

yiPV,a =

k =1

1
K
∑k=ret1

R−k

yiPV .
pre

Here, yik denotes agent i’s post-tax and post-transfer income, yik = max{y, T inctax (yt )}, at age k.
Finally, I estimate
aret
i
= α + γyiPV,a + υit
PV
yi
and report γ in Table 8.

E.3
E.3.1

Additional steady state results
The schedule of elasticities σk

Table 13 shows the age-dependent elasticities σk for each age k.
78 The notation was adjusted to match the one used in this paper. Since the economy in which I estimate this specification
is stationary, I only consider the case in which φ and χ as well as all shock variances are constant.
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Table 13: The age profile of elasticities.
Age

σk

Age

σk

Age

σk

Age

σk

25

11.7204

45

3.7369

65

1.6402

85

1.2581

26

11.0686

46

3.5389

66

1.5972

86

1.2581

27

10.453

47

3.3561

67

1.5576

87

1.2581

28

9.8716

48

3.1872

68

1.5211

88

1.2581

29

9.3226

49

3.031

69

1.4875

89

1.2581

30

8.8041

50

2.8865

70

1.4567

31

8.3144

51

2.7527

71

1.4285

32

7.852

52

2.6288

72

1.4028

33

7.4153

53

2.514

73

1.3795

34

7.0029

54

2.4075

74

1.3585

35

6.6134

55

2.3088

75

1.3397

36

6.2456

56

2.2172

76

1.3229

37

5.8982

57

2.1323

77

1.3082

38

5.5702

58

2.0534

78

1.2955

39

5.2604

59

1.9802

79

1.2847

40

4.9678

60

1.9123

80

1.2758

41

4.6915

61

1.8493

81

1.2687

42

4.4306

62

1.7909

82

1.2634

43

4.1842

63

1.7367

83

1.2599

44

3.9514

64

1.6866

84

1.2581

Note. This table shows the age profile of elasticities σk .
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Figure 16: Risk aversion over the life cycle.
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Note. The figure shows the age profiles of risk aversion, measured as average curvature in the value function, in the
homothetic (red, dashed) and non-homothetic (blue, solid) models.

E.3.2

Risk aversion over the life cycle

To elucidate the implications of non-homothetic preferences for risk aversion, and how it changes
over the life cycle, I compute for each age the average curvature of the value function. Let
µk (s, a, z, ϕ) be the distribution over (s, a, z, ϕ) conditional on age k. Then, define the average
risk aversion at age k as
Σk ≡ −

Z

a∂ a ∂ a Vk,s ( a, z, ϕ)
dµk (s, a, z, ϕ).
∂ a Vk,s ( a, z, ϕ)

Figure 16 shows the path of risk aversions Σk for the homothetic and the non-homothetic economies.
As can be seen, risk aversion in the homothetic economy increases considerably over the life
cycle. If risky assets where available in this economy, this would suggest that young agents have
by far the largest shares of risky assets in their portfolios, while older agents hold mostly risk-less
assets. The intuition for this is generally that labor income can be viewed as “bond” with a limited
amount of risk, which young agents are well endowed with, much more than older agents.
As shown in Ameriks and Zeldes (2004), this is not the case in the data. Younger agents tend
to own roughly equally safe portfolios as their older agents. Interestingly, this is exactly what
the non-homothetic model generates: there, Σk increases only mildly with age, rationalizing why
portfolios do not become more risky over the life-cycle.79

79 See

Wachter and Yogo (2010) for an important contribution that makes this point in a non-homothetic life-cycle
economy.
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Figure 17: Average MPCs by skill at the median income state.
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Note. The figure shows the MPC at the median income state, averaged over all asset states and ages, for the bottom 90%
(solid) and the top 1% (dashed). The colors represent the homothetic economy (red) and the non-homothetic economy
(blue).

E.3.3

The distribution of MPCs

As Section C.2 illustrates, in a neutral model, the distribution of MPCs is the same within different
skill groups. In the data, it seems to be the case that MPCs actually (unconditionally) decline in
measures of permanent income, such as education Jappelli and Pistaferri (2006, 2014).
Interestingly, this is precisely what the non-homothetic economy implies. Figure 17 shows
MPCs at the median income state (when η = ψ = 0), averaged over all asset states and ages, for the
bottom 90% (solid) and the top 1% (dashed). The colors represent the homothetic economy (red)
and the non-homothetic economy (blue).
In the homothetic economy, MPCs of the top 1% lie above those of the bottom 90% conditional
on assets, and would be exactly equal unconditionally, since the top 1% tend to have larger asset
positions. In the non-homothetic economy, MPCs of the bottom 90% are higher than their homothetic
counterparts, for small asset positions, while the MPCs of the top 1% are lower.
This illustrates that non-homothetic preferences increase the spread in the distribution of MPCs,
and can rationalize why high permanent income agents may have lower MPCs (both unconditionally
or conditional on assets).
E.3.4

Savings rates by permanent income group

One way to look at the influence of non-homothetic preferences on agents’ behavior is through
savings rates. Table 14 shows average work-life (25-64 years) savings rates, defined as

yit +rait −cit
yit +rait ,

for

each of the three skill groups. Vast differences are visible in the non-homothetic model: the average
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Table 14: Work-life savings rates by permanent income.
Savings rate in
top 1%

next 9%

bottom 90%

Non-homothetic model

57%

30%

1%

Homothetic model

17%

16%

16%

Note. This table shows savings rates by permanent income, for
the non-homothetic and the homothetic economies. The savings
rates are defined as (y + ra − c)/(y + ra) and are averaged over
the entire work-life (25–64 years) and all idiosyncratic income
and asset states.
Table 15: Joint distribution of income and wealth.
Fraction of top 1% (labor income)
in top 1% (wealth)

Fraction of 1% (wealth)
in top 1% (labor income)

0.27
0.34

0.28
0.42

Data for 2000 (Alvaredo et al., 2015)
Model (calibrated to 2014)

Note. This table shows the joint distribution of top income and top wealth shares, both in the nonhomothetic baseline economy and in the data.

savings rate in the top 1% is 57%, while the next 9% are able to save 30%. The bottom 90% only save
on average 1%. The homothetic economy, by contrast, is almost neutral80 and essentially shows no
difference in savings behavior by permanent income.
E.3.5

Joint distribution of labor and capital income

The reason behind the success in generating wealth inequality in this model is purely non-homothetic
savings behavior. A way to gauge whether this channel is too strong in the model relative to the
data is to study implications for the joint distribution of income and wealth, which was recently
highlighted in Aaberge et al. (2013) and Alvaredo et al. (2013).
In Table 15, I compute the fraction of agents in the top 1% of the labor income distribution that
are also in the top 1% of the wealth distribution (and vice versa), and compare it to the data in
Aaberge et al. (2013). It is clear that top incomes and top wealth levels are too aligned relative to the
data, but not by very much. In fact, the data is for the year 2000, and it could well be that the income
and wealth distributions have become even more aligned in recent years.81 In addition, there is of
course a lot more sources of variation in the data than in the model—for instance heterogeneity in
returns on wealth—that could explain why the income-wealth alignment is somewhat lower in the
data.
80 Recall
81 In

that it does allow for bequests and imperfect skill transmission, and therefore is not entirely neutral.
fact, this is exactly what happens during the model’s transitional dynamics.
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E.3.6

Lorenz curves

The Lorenz curves for pre-tax incomes, consumption and wealth are shown and compared to the
data in Figure 18, panel (a) (see Appendix E.3 for details). To construct the Lorenz curve for pre-tax
income in the data, I add back the estimated cubic age profile to the residualized incomes of the
2011 and 2013 waves of the PSID. This gives me a distribution of incomes that is comparable across
years and households of various sizes but does not strip out the age efficiency profile. The curves
align fairly closely with pre-tax income in the model.
The data for the empirical Lorenz curve for wealth is taken from World Top Income Database
for the U.S. in 2014 (Saez and Zucman, 2016). Wealth is here measured as net personal wealth, that
is assets (including housing) net of debts, capitalizing capital income data from income tax returns.
In the model, I use the wealth distribution, i.e. the distribution of ait ’s, of all households (of all
ages). Here, as stressed in Section 5.3, the model is successful in matching the overall distribution of
wealth, especially compared to the homothetic model, which is shown as the dotted red line.
The data for the Lorenz curve for consumption is computed in the same way as the Lorenz
curve for income, from the PSID. Strikingly, it shows a much smaller difference between the
non-homothetic and homothetic economies—much like in the simple model of Section 2 (see e.g.
Figure 3). The non-homothetic model does, however, predict larger consumption inequality at the
top end compared to the data. One reason for this could be that certain expenses (such as for kids’
education, see Figure 13) are counted as expenditure in the model, but are not in the data.
E.3.7

Life cycle profiles

Panels (b) and (c) of Figure 18 show the life cycle profiles of post-tax income, consumption and
wealth in the two models, for the 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles. While the income profiles
are the same during the working life, the retirement system in the homothetic case is a simple linear
rule for social security. Comparing the life cycle profiles of consumption, the key difference is that
consumption profiles are generally higher for the lower percentiles (25th and 50th) and shifted more
towards higher ages for the higher percentiles (75th and 90th). This behavior is at the heart of the
non-homothetic life cycle model: richer agents tend to save more out of their income, which limits
their consumption expenditure early on and increases both consumption expenditure and bequests
later in life.
The consequences for wealth accumulation and within-cohort wealth dispersion are especially
striking: The top wealth percentiles increase much more rapidly during the work life, and fall less
rapidly during retirement. Again, this is the product of two key model ingredients. First, due
to the non-homotheticity in preferences, the wealth of the rich increases more rapidly during the
work-life. Second, due to the non-homotheticity in bequests, this additional wealth is dissaved
much more slowly, which feeds back into larger bequests for the children of rich parents. Since
disproportionately many of these children are high-skilled themselves, this again implies a steeper
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Figure 18: Key life-cycle characteristics of the non-homothetic and homothetic model.
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(a) Both economies: Lorenz curves for pre-tax income, consumption, and wealth.
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(b) Non-homothetic economy: Life-cycle profiles of pre-tax income, consumption, and wealth.
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(c) Homothetic economy: Life-cycle profiles of pre-tax income, consumption, and wealth.
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Note. This figure shows key characteristics of two economies: a non-homothetic economy, where rich households save
disproportionately more than poor households in relation to their incomes, and a standard homothetic economy, where
the savings rates are equal. See Appendix E.3 for details.
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1

increase in wealth during the work-life of an average high-skilled agent.
Construction of the life cycle profiles. I explain the computation of the life cycle plots in Figure 18
by percentiles using the age profile of wealth as an example. For every age k, I compute the asset
distribution of agents at that age. Call its quantile function Qk ( p). Since the distribution is discrete, I
approximate Qk ( p) for each age k locally around a given percentile p0 with a log-normal distribution,
lognormal

( p). Since I do not consider the very top percentiles, the log-normal distribution fits very
well. For a given percentile p0 , the plot shows the age profile of the fitted log-normal percentiles
lognormal
Qk
( p0 ). The dollar figures were computed using an average household income of $70, 000
(USD in 2014).
Qk

E.3.8

Life cycle dispersion

While the plots in Figure 18 are instructive to illustrate the non-homotheticity, there is a second
more standard way to illustrate the degree to which the dispersion in consumption and income
increases over the work-life. This way of looking at life-cycle consumption and savings behavior
goes back to Deaton and Paxson (1994) who used it to think about the degree to which agents have
access to informal insurance arrangements. More recently, age profiles of dispersion in income and
consumption have been examined by Storesletten et al. (2004), Guvenen (2007) and Huggett et al.
(2011), among many others.
There are two common ways to match both the rise in income dispersion and consumption
dispersion: either a persistent AR(1) income process, see e.g. Storesletten et al. (2004); or an income
process with less persistence but ex-ante heterogeneous income profiles (HIP), which, together with
learning about the slope, allows to match both life-cycle dispersion plots (Guvenen, 2007).
The baseline non-homothetic model introduced in Section 5 falls in neither of those two categories. The income process has a persistence parameter between these two categories, but without heterogeneity in income profiles. I now explore the dispersion profiles in the baseline nonhomothetic economy, as well as in an economy that in addition has heterogeneity in income profiles
(modeled as in Guvenen (2007, 2009)), to better capture the increase in dispersion over the life
cycle.82
Figure 19 shows the age profiles of income and consumption dispersions in both the baseline nonhomothetic economy and the HIP extension. It can be seen that the baseline economy predicts too
small an increase in the income dispersion and about the right increase in consumption dispersion.
Also, the consumption dispersion is convex in age, rather than approximately linear, which is likely
driven by the simplistic assumption that σk falls exponentially in age. The HIP extension improves
the fit for income dispersions, since by construction, it matches the overall increase in income
dispersion. It also leads to greater consumption dispersion, but not by a lot.
82 The addition of heterogeneity in income profiles slightly pushes up the estimates of the permanent income elasticity
of consumption shown in Section 5.3, by around 0.03. (The HIP model could be re-calibrated to match the empirical
estimate for φ.)
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Figure 19: Age profiles of income and consumption dispersion.
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Note. This figure shows the income and consumption dispersion over the work-life (normalized to 0 at age 25) for two
models: the baseline non-homothetic model and an extension with heterogeneous income profiles that is designed to
match the increase in income dispersion in the data. The data on the income dispersion comes from the PSID and on the
consumption dispersion comes from the CEX. Both were constructed using cohort fixed effects following Deaton and
Paxson (1994).

Data construction. The income dispersion profile was computed using PSID waves from survey
year 1969 to survey year 2013. I follow the construction in Huggett et al. (2011). Income is pre-tax
labor income, and the sample consists of all male-headed households whose real income (in 1968
USD) is between $1, 500 and $1.5m, and who supplied between 520 and 5820 hours of work in the
respective year. The consumption dispersion profile was computed using data from the CEX that
was downloaded from Fabrizio Perri’s website (see the data appendix to Krueger and Perri (2006)).
I use total consumption expenditure and exclude all observations with consumption expenditure
below 5% of the average.

E.4

Background on the models used for comparison in Section 5.4

I compare the non-homothetic and homothetic life cycle models to a variety of other life cycle and
infinite horizon models in Table 8. Here, I explain for each model how it was calibrated and list its
parameters. Generally, my goal was to use parameters as standard as possible, and as consistent
across models as possible. After parameter choices were made, the discount factor was calibrated in
all models to yield the same post-tax equilibrium interest rate of 3%. This is important to avoid, for
instance, that agents are constantly against their borrowing constraint (e.g. if β is too low relative to
r), which would make finding φ = 1 unsurprising. All model parameters are listed in Table 16.
All alternative models are extensions of the homothetic framework that was introduced at
the end of Section (5.2). In addition, to ensure that the model is perfectly neutral, I assume the
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Table 16: Calibrated parameters the comparison models.
Re-calibrated parameters
β

κ

a

1. Main models
Non-homothetic
Homothetic

0.886
0.990

16.059
1.340

1.616

2. Alternative preferences or transfers
Homothetic w/out bequests
Homothetic w/ social security
Homothetic u but luxury bequests

0.997
0.998
0.999

0.392
19.967

3. Alternative income process
AR(1) with ρ = 0.95
Permanent-transitory
Heavy-tailed
Extreme productivity state
Heterogeneous income profiles

0.998
1.000
0.991
0.975
0.998

4. Other
Partial insurance
Random discount factors

1.003
0.956

9.208

government levies a 100% tax rate on bequests.83 This entirely neutral framework is the model
underlying the first model in group 2 in Table 8.
Alternative preferences or transfers. In the second model in group 2, the government uses a realistic
social security schedule T socsec (y, W ), given by the one used in Section 5.2. The third model in group
2 extends the framework by a non-homothetic bequest motive, and calibrates κ and a to match both
the total bequest flow (relative to GDP) in the economy, as well as the share of agents with bequests
below 6.25% of average income.
Alternative income processes. The first model in group 3 is an extension of the neutral framework
where the persistence of the income process is changed from ρ = 0.90 to ρ = 0.95, keeping the
stationary variance ση2 /(1 − ρ2 ) of the persistence component the same.
The second model is an economy with a permanent-transitory income shock, that is, with ρ = 1.
I use the parameters in Kaplan and Violante (2010), which are ση2 = 0.01, σψ2 = 0.05 − σν2 , σα2 = 0.15.
The third model is a model with heavy-tailed income shocks. Here, I incorporate some elements
of the income process in Guvenen et al. (2016), and assume that the income process is given by
ŷit = ηit1 + ηit2 + ψit ,
83 One

could have also introduced a perfect market for annuities to ensure neutrality. I expect the results to be very

similar.
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where ηitl is an AR(1) for l = 1, 2, with innovations that are mixed normals,
ηitl − ρl ηitl −1 ∼


− pl µl

with prob. 1 − pl

N ((1 − pl )µl , σl 2 )

with prob. pl

.

l . I take the parameters ρl , σ l , µl , σ l directly
The initial standard deviations of ηitl are given by σini
ini

from Guvenen et al. (2016), Column 3 of Table II. Since I do not incorporate the entire (more
complicated) income process in Guvenen et al. (2016), I rescale the innovation ηitl − ρl ηitl −1 to match
the increase in the life cycle variance of 0.6 in Guvenen et al. (2016). This implies σl =2 = 0.20 and
µl =2 = −0.24. Finally, I compute pl as an average over the age-dependent probabilities in Table III
in Guvenen et al. (2016).
The fourth model is a simple adaption of the extreme-productivity state in Kindermann and
Krueger (2017). In particular, I assume that: (a) there is no transitory component, σψ2 = 0; (b) the
persistent component ηit is given by a 7-state Markov chain, with transition matrix


0.957899 0.028954 0.000328 0.000002

0

0.012817

0


0
0.012817
0
 0.007239 0.958063 0.021717 0.000164

 0.000055 0.014478 0.958118 0.014478 0.000055 0.012817
0


Π=
0
0.000164 0.021717 0.958063 0.007239 0.012817
0


0
0.000002 0.000328 0.028954 0.957899 0.012817
0


0
0
0.028087
0
0
0.969688 0.002225

0
0
0
0
0
0.267852 0.732148















and productivity levels
η=

h

0.2112 0.4595 1 2.1761 4.7353 7.3949 1284.3139

i

that corresponds to the transition matrix of educated agents in Kindermann and Krueger (2017).84
In particular, there is an extreme productivity state (state 7) in which agents earn a large multiple of
the earnings in all other states. The persistent component αi has 4 states, ±σ ± p where σ2 = 0.1517
and p (the college premium) is equal to log(1.8) (Krueger and Ludwig, 2016).
For the fifth model in group 5, the income process is changed to allow for heterogeneity in
ex-ante known income profiles,
ŷik = αi + β i (k − 1) + ηit + ψit
where k ≥ 1 is the agent’s age, and β i is drawn from a normal distribution with variance σβ2 . I
assume ρ = 0.82 as in Guvenen (2009) and σβ2 = 0.00012 to match the life cycle increase in the
variance of income of 0.3.
84 The

results are similar if the transition matrix for uneducated agents is being used here.
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Other models. The first model in group 4 is a partial insurance economy, where, following
Guvenen and Smith (2014) agents partially insure themselves against innovations to ηit , so that
actual income log yitactual differs from observed income log yit and is given by
log yitactual = log yit + θ {Et−1 [log yit ] − log yit } .
For example, if an agent experiences an unexpected decline in income, the term in curly brackets
is positive. Thus, if, say, θ = 0.5, that agent would receive a transfer that dampens the impact of
this shock by 50%. θ is estimated by Guvenen and Smith (2014) to be equal to 0.451 and this is the
parameter I use in my simulation.
The second model in group 4 is a random discount factor economy. Random discount factors are
commonly used in infinite horizon economies (interpretable as dynastic economies), so I consider
them in an infinite horizon economy as well. This means, I assume that there is no death risk, δk = 0
for all k, no life cycle earnings structure, Θk (z) = 1 for all k, and no retirement, Kret = Kdeath = ∞
(and therefore also no social security). I introduce shocks to discount factors by allowing the
discount factor between periods t and t + 1, denoted by β t , to evolve according to the AR(1) process
β

β t = ρ β β t −1 + (1 − ρ β ) µ β + σ β e t ,
where I pick ρ β = 0.992 and σ β = 0.0019 as in the recent paper by Hubmer et al. (2016). To estimate
the regression on an infinite horizon economy, I simulate the model from some time t onwards, and
pretend that all agents had age k = 1 at that time.

F

Simulation of the transitional dynamics in Section 6

The transitional dynamics are computed as a (non-stationary) equilibrium, defined in Section E.1.
As defined there, the equilibrium has perfect foresight.
Simulation. I simulate the transitional dynamics starting at a steady state with the 1970 income
distribution, for T = 400 years into the future. After 2014, the labor income shares that are fed
into the model are assumed to remain constant (see Figure 8). To avoid memory problems when
simulating long transitional dynamics, it is necessary to reduce the state space, down from 1.3
million states. I achieve this by reducing the income states to 10 (5 for the persistent shock × 2 for
the transitory shock), so that in total there are 400k states in this reduced version of the model. I
verified that the steady state predictions of the reduced version are comparable to the larger model.
Algorithm. The computation of an equilibrium candidate given an interest rate path {rt } is as
follows:
1. Assume a path for the measure of bequests {χt }.
2. Given {χt }, iterate backwards in time using the Euler equation to find the paths for policy
functions {ck,s,t ( a, z, ϕ), ak,s,t ( a, z, ϕ)}.
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3. Given the policy functions {ak,s,t ( a, z, ϕ)}, iterate forward in time to compute the path of
equilibrium distributions {µt } as well as the path of bequest measures {χt }.
4. Repeat Steps 1–3 until the path of bequest measures {χt } converged.
Each such simulation produces a path for the aggregate asset imbalance,
δAt ≡ − At + (1 + rt ) B + Jt (Kt ) + Jtext + NFA.
Below, I use the notation δA for the vector of asset imbalances {δAt } and r for the vector of interest
rates {rt }. I use the following algorithm to simulate the transitional dynamics equilibrium:85
1. Compute an approximated Jacobian J, whose columns are denoted by (Jt ):
(a) Compute the “revaluation impulse” Jreval as the slope of the response δA that is obtained
if the initial value of capital J0 (K0 ) + J0ext is increased by a small amount. This step is
important because any future interest rate change affects the value of current non-bond
assets from capital, and from trading external assets.

+ ∆r × et ) for a small step ∆r
for a small number of times t = t1 , . . . tl . I use l = 8 and {tl } = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 55, 100}.
Store the “revaluation effect” that each such simulation produces, that is, store δvt ≡
∆( J0 (K0 )+ J0ext )
pure
, and compute the “pure” response (without revaluation) Jt
≡ Jt −
∆rt
reval
δvt J
.

(b) Denote by et the t-th unit vector. Compute Jt ≡

1
f inal
∆r δA ( r

pure

(c) For any time t that is not in {t1 , . . . , tl }, compute Jt

pure

as follows. Here, (Jt

)s denotes

the s-th element of the vector.
pure

i. Extrapolate Jt

pure

assuming a log-linear decay at both sides. After this step, (Jt

pure
treated as a two-sided vector, where (Jt )s
Jreval in the same way.

) is
is well defined for any s ∈ Z. Extrapolate
pure

ii. When t < tl and t lies between t` < t`0 with t` , t`0 ∈ {t1 , . . . tl }, interpolate Jt
horizontally, that is, for all s ∈ Z,
pure
( Jt )t+s



≡ exp
pure

iii. When t > tl , shift Jtl


t `0 − t
t − t`
pure
pure
log(Jt` )t` +s +
log(Jt 0 )t`0 +s .
`
t `0 − t `
t `0 − t `

horizontally,
pure

(Jt

pure

)t+s ≡ ( J tl

)tl +s .

(d) Compute the columns of the approximated Jacobian as
pure

Jt = Jt
85 The

+ δvt × Jreval

algorithms presented here were jointly developed with Adrien Auclert and Matt Rognlie.
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which gives a vector Jt ∈ RT for each t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}.
2. Use a nonlinear version of Krylov subspace method GMRES to solve for the equilibrium
interest rate r, starting with guess r(0) = r f inal :
(a) Given guess r(n) , n ≥ 0, evaluate δA(r(n) ).
(b) Compute r̃(n+1) = r(n) − J−1 · δA(r(n) ).
(c) Compute r(n+1) ≡ ∑nm+=11 λm r̃(m) where ∑m λm = 1 and the weights {λm } minimize the
norm
n

∑

λm+1 δA(r(m) ) .

m =0

(d) Go back to step 2(a) until kδA(r(n) )k∞ is sufficiently small.
This procedure takes around 80 minutes to converge on a 2009 MacBook Pro, with a tolerance of
10−7 for kδA(r(n) )k∞ .
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